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Environmental Eöucation is a process not a place} one tbat continua{{~ speaks to "real neeös."
To beer make sense of the worlö} to seek anö engage in opportunit~ risk anö process.
Environmental eöueation is about confrontation: external anö intema~ cbange anö cba{{enge.
It is about unöerstanöing the loeal to make sense of the global. It is about being informeö} fitting
experience inta framework of unöerstanöing wbicb ineluöes an assessment of Dur impacts on
otbers.
Environmental

Eöucation

is about

confiöence

- about

sa~ing to emplo~ees

tbat "~ou are able

anö elever} ~ou are perfectl~ competent anö are able to engage/' It is also about risk

- about

creating the conöitio11S
in wbicb peoplecan engageanö leam witbout beingpenaliseöin the
attempt. It is about the knowleögetbe~ generate anö upöate.
Environmental Eöueation is about ski{{ anö practice for emplo~ees in seeing problems insiöe
other problems anö solving those bits that neeö solving. It is about seeing those solutions as
problems in tbemselves. Environmental Eöucation is about solving problems in a wa~ tbat öDes
not create other problems} or problems for others. It is about öoing what ~ou woulö wisb to öo making a mark.!

!

John Huckle, and Stephen Sterling, "Education for Sustainability," page147, 1997.
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Executive Summary
The environmental problems faced by service companies and their scientific and social impacts,
indicate that decisive steps and action need to be taken to address them, and Olle of these steps
is the provision of environmental education and training for employees.
Environmental education is Olle of the main comerstones that service companies can lise to
embark on the road to a sustainable service sector. Environmental education can be seen as a
tool that not only compliments other environmental toois, but Olle that can help service
companies c1ose the link and extend the responsibility to inc1ude all actors.

This thesis outlines a research project which investigates the level of environmental education
and training programs within the service sector. Within this project, the environmental
education programs in twelve sample services companies were studied in order to identify;
foremost, if any common barriers between the service companies existed. Secondly, the
delivery and application of skills and strategies to practical contexts. Thirdly, why SOfieservice
companies have been more successful than others in channelling resources into their
environmental education programs. Finally, how service companies have succeeded in
streamlining environmental education as apart of employees daily activities. This study has
been conducted as a means to find an optimal way of implementingan environmentaleducation
program and scope for improvementsof course content within the service sector.
Therefore, when implementing an environmental education and training program, service
companies have to take into considerationthe dual nature of such a project. Education prepares
people to act, think and valne in certain ways aft:ertraining is completed,but education is itself
a manner of acting, thinking and valuing. This implies that service companies must be
concemed with the content and process of a program, both from the perspective of what they
prepare people to do later and also from the perspective of the very activities the training
experience entails2. Therefore, it is imperative that both these dimensions are present when
designing and evaluating environmentalprograms relative to the changes in the company.
As the author's research studies conc1ude,the majority of the service firms have not been able
to achieve this. In general, the environmental training programs have been too focused on
giving employee information about the environmentalproblems, but have lacked in providing
the necessary skills, resources, know-how or competence needed to act and improve these
situations.
Based upon the author' s findings, ten out of the twelve service companies under investigation
have had difficulty in implementing environmental education and training for all employees.
The majority of service companies, although diverse in nature, have encountered common
barriers that have hindered the development and continuation of their environmental training
programs. Among these barriers identified, course contents and the lack of top management
commitmentmay be of most significanceregarding the future success of the service companies
environmental education program and any other environmentalmanagement initiatives.
The final conc1usions drawn from the twelve sample service companies substantiate the authors
hypothesis that there is a need for further development in environmental education and training
programs for service companies. The fact that environmental education varied form Olle service
2National Round Table on the Environment and Economy, 1992. The Green Guide: A User's Guide
to Sustainable Development for Canadian Colleges, page 49.
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finn to the next, and that not all employees were adequately trained, may hinder progress in
achieving individual service company's environmentalgoals and objectives.
As a result of these findings, the author presents an education modet designed to help guide
service companies in streamlining education for their employeesmore effectively.
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Defmitions
Ecological or
Environmentally adopted
Products

"products which reduce strain on the environment in the total
product life time, from production to distribution to consumption
and waste, than other similar products" and, "products made
from renewable materials" (material thai can be replaced or
regenerated within a reasonable time-frame).

The Green Key3

An eco-Iabel certificate awarded to Danish hotels, conference
centres and youth hostels, thai satisfy a minimum of 55 stringent
criteria aimed at saving water, and electricity, using eco-friendly
c1eaning agents, sorting waste for recyc1ing, motivating staff
towards increased environmental awareness, etc. The criteria are
considered to be the most stringent in the world in the
accommodation sector.

Preventive Approach4

" environmental problems are addressed before they arise. This
means that dealing with the problem at its source, when choices
are made concerning processes, raw materials, transportation
etc." Utilisation of this approach effectively addresses the
reduction of waste of natural resources, and thus, the
environmental impacts. Actors involved in the early stages have a
responsibility to make adaptations throughout the entire service
chain.

Service

"transactions ofJered by jirms, organisations and institutions to
the public; the total value ofJered by the jirm, its environmental
impacts, and not only the mere relationship between an employee
to a customer."

Sustainable Services

"service companies taking into account the carrying capacity of
the environment, and Gnyimpact the service company generates,
can provoke qualitative and irreversible changes to the
environment. "

Sustainable Development

"attaining an environmentally sound society, where the various
service companies, do not have agreater impact on nature,
humans and the environment than they are able to cope with. "

3The Green Key, Environmental certificate for hotels in Denmark.
4LUMES/IIIEE, "Industry and the Environment," 1998.
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II

lntroduction

This chapter provides an overall understanding of the thesis. The chapter consists of six sections;
introduction to the issue, purpose, studyobjectives, choice oftopic, limitations, and the structure of
the thesis chapters.

1.1 Introduction to the Issue
Environmental education is not an easy task, rather, it is "a process not a place, one that
continual!y speaks to "real needs.)) Environmental education is about understanding the
local to make sense of the global. It is about being informed, fitting experience into
framework of understanding which ineludes an assessment of our impacts on others....
Environmental education is about confidence - about saying to employees that "you are able
and elever, you are perfectly competent and are able to engage. ))... It is about the knowledge
employees generate and update. It is about skil! and practice for employees in seeing
problems inside other problems and solving those bits that need solving... Environmental
education is about solving problems in away that does not create other problems, or
problems

for others. ))]

A service revolution is occurring. More and more countries are becoming post industrial
societies or service economies, where more than half of the total labour force is employed by
the service sector2. Therefore, the transition for service companies to a more environmentally
sustainable way of business will have profound implications on a service company's education
and training programs.
For members of the service sector to resolve their environmentalproblems, management and
employees must 1earnto think in new ways. They must discover new approaches to economic
developmentwith greater understanding of their impacts on the environmentas a result of their
services. It is c1earthat in the face of the environmental challenges within the service sector,
education must embrace new perceptions and practices that will involve employees and the
entire company in environmentaleducation for sustainable societies.
Environmental education and training (EE&T) must first and foremost begin with the mind.
Environmental cancern is a state of the mind. It is mind-set. It is attitudes. It is anchored on
values. Values shape Dur attitudes and this is where service companies EE&T and awareness
building must begin.
When a service firm decides to educate the employees, they are expanding their knowledge
base of the service firms environmentalimpacts and local environmentalissues. Therefore, the
first step towards protection of the environment should be to deve1op employee attitudes

l John Huckle, and Stephen Sterling, "Education for Sustainability," pagel47, 1997.
2 Christian Grönroos, "Strategic Management and Marketing in the Service Sector", page 17, 1984.
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towards their environment. It must begin small. It is important that the EE&T connects the
firm's environmentalimpacts with employeesimmediatesurroundings.
Service companies should see EE&T as a means to promote and sustain their services,
stressing that ecological, economic and societal principles go far beyond internat and externat
boundaries. It is important that EE&T continually re-emphasise the interconnectedness which
exists in the service sector. At the same time, the service company must seek to instil in
employees a sense of importance of themselves as agents of change, who must seek evidence,
think critically, and challengethe war traditional service companieshave been operating.3

1.2 Purpose
The purpose of this study was to identify, in general terms, the level of EE&T programs within
the service sector, and to identify and characterise any common barriers that exist. This study
was conducted as a means to find an optimal war of implementing EE&T and to identify the
scope for improvements of course content within the service sector.

Same dimensions of the author' s work was designed to provide guidance for
Studentlitteratur's4 future work on environmental training development within the service
sector.

1.3 Study Objectives
Specifically, the objectives of this research were;

..
.

to highlight the training needs of selected Swedish and Danish service companies;
to suggest ways in which such training needs could be more effectively IDet, so as to improve
employee's overall perception oftheir duties in relation to the environmental impacts incurred by
the particular service firm;
to develop a suitable model designed to help guide service companies streamline and plan
education for their employees more effectively in view of their resources, facilities, expectations
and limitations.

1.4 Choice of Topic
The reasons behind the author's choice in studying the service sector, in particular the level of
environmental education and training programs within the service sector were manifoid.
Foremost, according to Statistics Sweden5,the service sector is growing, meaning that an
increasingly larger share of environmentalproblems that societies will face mayemanate from
service companies. Additionally, employees are a very important aspect within service
companies. Their fale is crucial and is vital for all communities. The service is often
determined by the interaction between the service provider and customers; implying that the
employees influence the image of the company, the quality of the service rendered, and most
3

Allen Schmieder, "The nature and philosophy of environmental education: goals and objectives," in

Trends in Environmental Education. UNESCO, 1977 page 24.
4 See Appendix 3 for company description.
5

Statistics Sweden, " Swedish Standard Industrial Classification," 1996-1997
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importantly, the environmental profile that is communicated to externa! stakeholders. As a
result, this emphasises the importance of integrating intemal EE&T programs throughout all
levels of the service company.

1.5 Limitations
This thesis is limited to the study of the service sector, with specific emphasis on the levet of
EE&T programs that are currently present in, and used in Swedish and Danish service
companies. Due to the size and diversity of the service sector, certain service companies were
selected (appendix l) in which to carry out the investigation and upon which base conclusions.
Moreover, due to the research time-frame (mid June -November 1998), the outcome of the
thesis work was limited to the amount of infonnation that could be collected and interviews
conducted.
As the interviewed environmental managers and co-ordinators work in different service
companies with different environmental duties, the author was able to obtain different
perspectives on EE&T, and to learn what extent individual service finns have been successful
in implementing EE&T. However, this makes the thesis general in scope, as each service
company has its special characteristics which influence the success of EE&T. This thesis
provides a general understanding of where and how far the investigated service companies
have come to implementing EE&T, and any barriers that mayor have impeded the
implementation of EE&T. Therefore, no specific training program is provided by the author,
only suggestions about course content, and a modet that can help service companies in
developing and implementing an EE&T program. The findings of the questionnaire and
interviews will be used to assist Studentlitteratur with future EE&T development within the
service sector.

1.6 Structure of Ch apters
Chapter 1
Introduction

Chapter 2
Methodology

Ch ap ter 3
Service Companies and
the Environment

Chapter
4
Research Findings

l

l
Chapter

5

Overview and Analysis
The need for Environmental
Education
in the Service Sector

Figure 1.1 :A mental mode! which represents an overview of how the author linked the thesis
chapters, and why they are significant.
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Table 1.1: A description of the author's thesis chapters and main contents.
Methodology : This chapter provides more detail as to how the thesis work was
performed.
The Service Sector and the Environment (Theoretical ) : This chapter provides a
definition of a "service," elaborates upon the increasing importance service
companies have in Denmark and Sweden, and finally c1arifies upon the essence of
what distinguishes a service company from production companies. Further, this
chapter provides a general introduction into the importance of environmental
impacts within a service company. In addition, it addresses the drivers that impel
service firms to deal with environmental issues.
Research Findings (practical and Analysis) : This chapter summarises the
author's findings pertaining to the level and extent to which EE&T has been
incorporated into Danish and Swedish service companies. Further, it provides a brief
description of the most significant environmental impacts found in the individual
service firms. Moreover, each of the twelve sections focus on various components of
EE&T; thus, establishing the foundations for chapters five and six.
Overview and Analysis: The need for Environmental Education and Training in
the Service Sector. In this chapter, the importance of extending responsibility to
encompass all actors within the service chain, is highlighted. Further, this chapter
provides an overview of the increasing, importance of EE&T in a service company.
In addition, how EE&T can be incorporated as part of a service company' sinternai
training procedures. Finally, why it is imperative that Knowledge, Attitude,
Behaviour, Valnes and Action, are fully integrated into a service company' s EE&T.
Recommendations: White the author identified a number of barriers to the
successful implementation of environmental training within the twelve sampied
service companies. This chapter plit forth key components that all EE&T programs
should include, if sustainability in the service sector is to be reached. In addition to a
model that service companies can lise in the development and planning ofEE&T.
Concluding Remarks: In this chapter, conclusions are presented regarding EE&T
and the service sector.
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Methodology

This chapter focuses on the methodology of the thesis work. It is divided into two sections:
exploration, and sample size and data collection.

2.1 Exploration Method
The following thesis is a qualitative investigation into the level of Environmental Education
and Training in Service Companies and Organisations, with specific emphasis on the Danish

and Swedish service sector.6 A qualitativemethod was chosen for the gathering of information
pertaining to the selected service companies. For the purpose of this thesis, it was essentiai to
study different service companies and investigate how they have utilised and implemented
EE&T programs; based on the delivery and application of skills and strategies to practical
contexts for employees. Therefore, a classification system was devised in which the selected
companies were placed (appendix 2). This method made it possible for the author to
understand how successful Danish and Swedish service companies have been in implementing
EE&T, and whether any barners to this implementationhave occurred.
The qualitative investigation method undertaken during the research period involved first a
questionnaire7thai was sent to 27 environmentalmanagers in various service companies and
institutions in Denmark and Sweden, followed by twelve personal interviews8. The
questionnaire was dividedinto three sections;
1)
2)

3)

the background questions ascertained the kind of business in which the film or institution was
involved, size and location,
the environmental status of the service company established the responsibilities of
environmental manager, the environmental policy, and the environmental aspects and impacts of
the given service company,
the environmental education and training section ascertained the level of EE&T within the
service firm, in addition to the type and content and delivery of the course thai was currently
being used. Moreover, it was investigated if there were any barriers thai prevented the service
companies form establishing a continuous EE&T program.

Both the survey and interview methods were developed in order to study the current status quo
of EE&T in service companies, in addition to understanding why service companies approach
and practice environmental education so differently. Briefly the author wanted:
1. to assess, through using the questionnaire, the firm's interest in participating further in the
author's research,
2. to understand how different service films regard the environment,
6 See definitions for a description of how the author has defined a service.
7 See appendix 6 for mail questionnaire.
8 See appendix 1 for companies and individuals who participated in the personal interviews and
appendix 7 for interview questions.
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3. to assess similarities within the service sector,
4. to assess the level of EE&T thai is currently present within different service companies, and to
what extent individual service finns have implemented the environment into employees' daily
routines,
5. to analyse and understand how service companies have practised EE&T,
6. to determine if there are any barriers impeding the implementation of an EE&T program,
7. to determine the level of commitment towards EE&T,
8. to analyse where the environment impacts of each service company lie,
9. to assess where each service company views its greatest environmental aspects and impacts:
Before, Now, After9.

2.2 Sample Size and Collection of Data
Table 2.1: A description ofthe author's data collection, time frame, survey size and response rate.
Group

Survey period

Questionnaires
sent

Service finns

June 98-Julv 98

27

Questionnaires
returned
1310

%

59

Personal
Interviews
twelve

%

75

This thesis is not based on anonymous service companies, but rather real cases, and the data
collected from the service companies has been used by the author to develop a mode1to help
guide service companies with the implementationof an EE&T program. Therefore, the author
feels that the response rate from the service companieswas acceptable.
In the months arter the questionnaires, twe1ve environmental managers and Go-ordinatorsat
various service companies agreed to participate huther in personal interviews with the author.
Employee interviews were not possible to conduct due to the limitation of time.
Both the questionnaires and the interviews were regarded as significant in understanding the
environmental managers' perspectives on EE&T, and any barTiers that they faced in
implementing an EE&T program for employees. Moreover, the author believes that the data
was collected and treated in a reliable war.

A method used by the author to define where the individual service companies viewed their
environmental impacts. Before, being in procurement, raw materials etc. Now, being the daily
operations of the service company, transportation, energy, wafer etc. Mter, being in disposal,
packaging, storage, customer lise etc.
10Out of the 27 service companies initially approached, only Il sent back completed questionnaires,
and an additional 2 companies completed the questionnaire and an interview at the same time.
9
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II

The Service Sector

In this chapter a theoretical background to the service sector is given, particularly focusing on the
increasing importance that service companies have in Denmark and Sweden. In addition, a definition
of a service is given, followed by the functional difJerences between services and physical gaDds are
presented. Thus, setting the conditions for the following chapters on the importance and implications
of environmental education in Danish and Swedish service companies.

3.1 Introduction
Europe and Western economies have entered inta what can be termed as a 'service society'.
This implies that companies are not only purely service-oriented, but rather, manufacturing
companies are now beginning to offer customers a variety of services as Olle way in garning a
competitive edge over other firms. Several service experts (Grönroos (1984), Normann (1994)
and Quinn (1992»1l, emphasise the growing importance that services will have in the future.
These views are supported by the findings of Grönroos12 that the growth of the manufacturing
sector has decreased and is being replaced by maTe and maTe service companies. As can be
seen in Figure 3.1, the increasing importance of the service sector in terms of total labour force
is also notable in Sweden. The reconstruction of Swedish society represents a drama tic
transformation from an agrarian society to a service society. B
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Figure 3.1: Sweden's changes in employment in the period 1810-1990.14

II Evert Gummesson, "The International Journal of Service Indust!)' Management" 5 (1994) : 1. In
Service Management, Interdisciplinary Perspectives, ed. by B. Edvardsson et al. 1996 page 251.
12Christian Grönroos, "Strategic Management and Marketing in the Service Sector," 1994 page 11
(Service-företaget I framtiden HAD 50år (1990) Stockholm)
13 Leif Magnusson, "The role of Services in our Future Economy," in Service Management,
Interdisciplinary Perspectives, ed. by B. Edvardsson et al. 1996, page 284.
14Ibid. 1996 page 284.
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Table 3.1 shows that over the past 46 years, the Swedish service sector has played an
increasingly important fale in tenns of total employment in Sweden. Employment has grown
from 37% in 1950 to 70% in 1996, mainly due to a massive redistribution from agrarian
trades and industry to service businessesl5. In 1980, 70% of all Swedish finns belonged to the
service sector, employing 60% of the total labour force16.Similar statistics revealed that
Denmark employed 67.4% oftheir total labour force in servicebusinesses in 198817.
Year
1950
1960
1970
1980
1996

Proportion

of Total Labour Force
Sweden
37%
44%
52%
60%
70%

-

Table 3.1 : The Swedish service sector and proportion of employment from 1950 to 1996.18

3.2 What is a Service?
Various attempts have been made to define services by categorising services within different
subgroups. There are many definitions of what a service company is, and of what it is
composed. Olle definition offered by Grömoos states that "a service is an activity or series of
activities that are more or less intangible in nature19." However, the definition is rather
limiting, as certain services can be classified as intangible, such as consulting or education,
but other services like, delivery, distributors, cleaning and maintenance, in addition to
numerous others that do provide tangible services are eliminated. Traditionally, a service
industry is a system or organisation that provides the public with something of value,
necessary or useful in everyday life. However, the aforementioneddefinition can be opposed
on the grounds that it excludes same aspects which are consideredto be services and includes
other phenomena which usually are thought of as goods2O.
As seen by Edvardsson and Modell (1996), customers do not bur gaDds or services in the
traditional sense. They bur an offering that renders services which create value for the
customer. Therefore, offering and the value consist of many components, same of them being
activities (services), same being things (goods). As a consequence, the traditional division
between gaDdsand services has been obscured, and instead, should be looked at as a matter of
redefining services and seeing them from a customer perspective: activities render services,

15 Leif Magnusson, "The role of Services in our Future Economy," in Service Management,
Interdisciplinary Perspectives, ed. by B. Edvardsson et al. 1996, page 284.
16 Christian Grömoos, " Strategic Management and Marketing in the Service Sector," 1984, page 11.
17 Ecotech Research & Consulting, "Education and Training of Personne1 concemed with
Environmental Issues relating to Industry," 1992, page 24.
18 Leif Magnusson, "The role of Services in our Future Economy," in Service Management,
Interdisciplinary Perspectives, ed. by B. Edvardsson et al. 1996, page 284.
19Christian Grömoos, " Service Management and Marketing: Managing the Moments of truth in
Service Competition," 1990, page 27.
20Christian Grömoos, " Strategic Management and Marketing in the Service Sector," 1984, page 19.
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things render services.2! However, these definitions fail to incorporate environmental impacts,
as well as the concept of sustainability inta their service definitions. Therefore, environmental
aspects and sustainability should be incorporated within service definitions, as no service is
perfonned or de1ivered without any environmental impacts.

For this paper, the author proposes thai a "service involves transactions offered byfirms,
organisations and institutions to the public. A service is the total value offered by the firm,
ils environmental impacts, and not only the mere relationship between an employee to a
customer."
Extensive research has been made by service experts (Grömoos, Gummesson, et al.) with
respect to comparing and differentiating services from gaDds and focusing on the functional
characteristics, namely four generic differences: intangibility, complexity, perishable, and
finally simultaneity of production and consumption.
Table 3.2: The functional differences between services and physical goods22.

.

precise - thing or object

.

measurable/actual

.

manufacturing goods produced in a
factory,

.
.

normally no customer participation

separate from manufacture

.
.
.
.
.
..
.
..

general and abstract

-

performance/activity

or process

subjective
delivery (buyer-seller
interaction)
customers and employees
participate in production
same as production
tangible & intangible
people are part of the service

expenence
broad

immediate/same day
output cannot always be kept in
stock or transported

3.3 Services Companies andthe Environment
This section will provide a brie! overview to the environmental problems that are prevalent among
service flrms. In addition, a model is presente d to describe the different drivers that impel service
companies to deal with environmental issues.

Environmental problems are often only associated with manufacturing industries: smoky
chimneys, dumping of chemicals, pollution of air and water, natural resource depletion and
2! Evert Gummesson, "The International Journal of Service Industry Management" 5 (1994) : 1. In
Service Management, Interdisciplinary Perspectives, ed. by B. Edvardsson et al. 1996 page 251.
22Christian Grämoos, "Strategic Management and Marketing in the Service Sector," 1984, page 21.
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nuclear waste, to mention a few. However, service operations also have ecological impacts.
Smoke and chemical wastes are emitted from transportation services, the products sold
through retailers fill dustbins ofhouseholds and landfills, and the electricity services needed for
IT (Information Technology) are provided by nuclear, coal or fossil fuel-based plants.23
Despite this, Thomas Graeddet24asserts that the dominant role service industries play in
modern society, has by and large not been involved in the strong efforts underway to create
environmentallyresponsible operations.
In today' s world, it is increasingly important for business leaders to also be environmental
leaders, as ecology, economics and society can no longer be dealt with separately. Therefore, it
is important that service companies analyse the all aspects of their businesses in terms of their
environmental impacts, and take an active approach in preventing and eliminating their
impacts. Considering the environment, environmental impacts from service companies have
become a societal and collective problem that can no longer be solely passed on to society to
deal with. Service organisations will have to take the initiative in addressing the problems and
making sure they do not happen.
The principles of ecology and environmental hazards of pollution have been established.
Continuous research proves their existence and significance. Apart from changing the mindset
of managers, there are operational problems: how can this be achieved in practice and still be
sound business? Green service management and EE&T will have to be streamlined into daily
routines more effectivelyin the future if service firms are to progress towards sustainability.
Grununesson (1994) has characterised three types of drivers that make companies deal with
ecological issues.
Table 3.3: The drivers that compel companies to deal with environmental issues.25
LAW DRIVEN FIRM

PUBLIC RELATIONS
DRIVEN FIRM

VALUE DRIVEN FIRM

Defensive strate

Utilising an occasional o

Offensive strategv

Costs to be avoided

Image enhanced

Basis for revenue

Consumers do not reallv care

Consumers want it to SOfie extent

Consumers demand it

Resistance

Cosmetic add-on

Inherent in their business mission

Threat

Newthing

Opportunity for sustaining
competitive advantage

- proactive

23Evert Gummesson, "The International Journal of Service Industry Management" 5 (1994) : 1.
In Service Management, lnterdisciplinary Perspectives, ed. by B. Edvardsson et al. 1996 page 251.
24Thomas Graedel, "Life Cycle Assessment in the Service Industries," The Journal of lndustrial
Ecology l (1998): 4, 57.
25Evert Gummesson, "The International Journal of Service Industry Management" 5 (1994) : 1. In
Service Management, lnterdisciplinary Perspectives, ed. by B. Edvardsson et al. 1996 page 269.
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Research Findings

This chapter summarises the author 's findings, based on the surveys and persona/ interviews from
the !we/ve service companies under investigation. It is divided into !we/ve sections, each focusing on
components of environmental education. Further, a brief description of the most significant
environmental impacts found in the individual service firms is given, in addition to the common
environmental impacts found in all !welve service organisations. This section has been put forth to
set the conditions for the proceeding chapters; discussion on environmental education in the service
sector, and recommendations.

4.1 Significant Environmental Aspects
Environmental aspects are, "elements of an organisation 's activities, goods and services which are
likely to interact with the environment. ,,26
An Environmental Impact (El) is "any change to the environment, whether adverse or beneficiai,
wholly or partially resulting from an organisation's activities, products and services. " Thus, if an
organisation has environmental aspects, it definitely has environmental impacts.27

The purpose of this section is to provide insight about how the individual service finns view
their most significant environmentalaspects, as weIl as wherethese aspects occur:

.
.

.

Before (suppliers, procurement, production, construction, use ofraw materials),
Now (daily operations, emissions and effluent to air and water, energy and water use, the
use and impact of natural resource depletion,transportation) or
After (consumer usage and disposal).

Further, the environmental impacts that are prevalent among the investigated servIce
companies are higWightedin section 4.1 :2.

26

Don Sayre, Inside ISO 140001: The Competitive Advantage of Environmental Management. 1996,

page 46.
27Ibid 1996, page 13.
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Table 4.1: An overview of the individual service finns according to their environmental aspects
and where they occur within operations.
Procurement

Telia, Post, Berendsen, ICA, FDB, IKEA, Radisson SAS, Sheraton

Transportation

Chemicals

Telia, Post, Alba, ICA, FDB, IKEA, Radisson SAS
Alba

Wafer&Energy

ICA, FDB, Radisson SAS, Sheraton, Alba

IKEA, FDB, ICA, Sheraton, Radisson SAS
Telia, UniBank, ICA, FDB, IKEA, Länsförsäkringar
Telia, IKEA, ICA, FDB, Länsförsäkringar
ICA, FDB, IKEA
Berendsen

Sånga Säby has been exeluded, both from this list and the elassification, since they have
greatly reduced both their environmentalaspects and impacts throughout alllevels of the cyele.
This has been done by elosely monitoringthe impacts on the environment,by preventing them
from happening, or by reducing them significantly. Their success in achieving this overall
reduction of their environmental impacts can be primarily attributed to the continuous EE&T
all staff receive, in addition to the commitment of both management and staff. As Jimmy
Sjöblom, the environmental assistant at Sånga Säby, said "mind the people you have, give
them the power, resources and competenceneededto make changes.,,28
The following example is set forth to show how long term planning can help reduce a service
company' s environmentalaspects, and elogethe loop.
Länsförsäkringar has looked into reducing their environmental impacts and is trying to do something about
their disposal and end cyele costs, that can benefit the environment and eloge the loop. The insurance
industry has always had to deal with long term planning, risk assessment and management. Therefore,
Länsförsäkringar has converted an unknown recycling cost into a small hut manageable premium; thus
being the first insurance company in Sweden to issue a recycling insurance to producers.
So how does recycling insurance work?
For example, when a customer purchases a television, ineluded in this price is the premium which
guarantees that the television, once wom out, will be recyeled. This premium that has been pre-paid is
placed in a fund along with other premiums, and when it is time for disposal, the customer returns the
television to the retai! outlet which sold it, so that it can then be passed onto a recyeling company.
Directing more products back into cycles.
The unique aspect of this policy is that the premium is paid for at the beginning of the product' s life span
when costs are significantly lower than at the end. Paying at the beginning is also a betteTwar of ensuring
that the job is actually done. The fact that the cost are paid at the onset ensures that products are directed
back into their resource cyeles. Both consumers and society alike do not incur any additionai costs or
problems. In the long term, it will only benefit all of society to increase the portion of goods being recyeled29

28Personal Interview with Jimmy Sjöblom, environmental assistant at Sånga Säby. September 19th,
1998.
2~änsförsäkringar, "Good news for Mother Nature," 1998.
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4.1:2 Common Environmental Aspects
General fin9ingsthat have emerged from the author's research on environmentalimpacts show
that the prevalent environmental impacts are considered to be small, for example, involving
heat losses from hotel rooms, restaurant ovens, polluted water from cleaning, etc. The most
consequential environmental impacts involving a greater input of resources, occurred outside
the service firms and were connected to the procurement of goods, transportation and
deliveries, generation of waste, production of incoming products, emissions to air, and
packaging. Following are the direct environmental aspects observed at the twelve service
companies in Denmark and Sweden.

oCJ
Transportationi
Procurement
Packaging

Deliveries

Service,
Q uality, and
Customer
Satisfaction

Figure 4.1: The prevalent environmental aspects that are common among the sampied service
companies, and result in negative environmental impacts.

4.2 Environmental Responsibilities
The author found that eleven out of twelve service companies interviewed bad either an
environmental manager and/or co-ordinator. However, it is interesting to note that although
they carry similar titles, their responsibilities varied greatly, in addition to their experience in
the field. To illustrate and compare the diversity in these titles, an example focusing primarily
on Sheraton Stockholm, ICA Handlarna, Länsförsäkringar, and FDB is presented.
On the basis of the evidencegathered, some conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, it was observed
that only ICA Handlarna, Länsfärsäkringar, and FDB all bad experienced environmental
managers and assistants, who are actively involved in their firm's environmental policies,
procedures, and EE&T. Secondly, the environmental managers and co-ordinators at Alba,
Berendsen Textile Service, Sånga Säby, Sheraton, Radisson SAS, Telia, Sweden Post and
IKEA, did not have any previous environmental experience prior to obtaining the job. These
environmental managers gained experience by attending management environmental training
seminars, and through daily work experience. Finally, UniBank did not have an environmental
manager or anyone else responsible for environmental issues, all decisions were made and
initiated by top management.
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Another important element observed during the interviews was that the current environmental
ca-ordinator at the Sheraton is not only responsible for environmental operations, but, acts as
the room' s division ca-ordinator. Thus, her time is not only divided between these two areas,
but the environmentis only consideredas a part timejob by top management3o.Previously, she
was responsible for the housekeeping personal for same fifteen years, and then when the
environmental position came up, she volunteered for the position and was accepted Olleand a
half years aga, without previous environmental training or background. She has gained
working knowledge about the environment and issues surrounding this by enrolling in night
c1assesand teaching herself.
As a result of these fmdings, the author believes that service companies should be mate
thorough in the selection process of people they place in environmentalmanagement roles and
review their qualifications. Altematively, they should ensure that all people given such roles
should be provided with adequate environmental management training. This is essential
because these people play a key role in implementing and administering environmental
procedures, and in communicatingthe finn' s environmentalimageto the public.

4.3 Environmental Education and Training
The amount of work time dedicatedto EE&T varies considerably among organisations. It was
found that all twelve service companies sampIed undertook 'same fonn of EE&T.' However,
eight of the companies described it as being of a general nature, and therefore, not focused on
the finn' s environmental impact, but rather on basic ecology and global environmental issues.
As, a result, the author does not feel that all twelve service finns have undergone EE&T, but
rather seminars pertaining to environmental issues, given that fact that the average training
program lasted Olleand a halfhours to two dars.
The author sees the underlying aim of EE&T as a tool to help individuals and service systems
understand the complex nature of the natural environment resulting from the interactions of
social and economic aspects, and acquire knowledge, values, attitudes and practical skills to
participate in a responsible and effective war in anticipating and solving environmental
problems?l As a result, EE&T should give people throughout the service system the necessary
knowledge to lise nature and natural resources and to controI the quality so that it is not
impaired, but wisely improved.32
In fact, the service finn' s surveys and interviews revealedthat EE&T represented onlyasmall
proportion of the total environmental activities within the individual service company. As a
result, the author feels that really only three of the investigated service finns can be considered
as having undergone EE&T, with same exceptions to the remaining nine service companies
such as : parts of Berendsen, Sweden Post, IKEA, Länsförsäkringar. Moreover, the fonner
three finns: Sånga Säby, Radisson SAS and Alba, have streamIinedEE&T inta daily routines,
while Sånga Säby and Alba have been successful in implementing a continuous EE&T
program for all employees. Therefore, it is not surprising that eight environmental managers

Personal interview with Heh~ne Amneus, Environmental/Rooms Division Co-ordinator at the
Sheraton Stockholm Hotel and Towers. September 18th,1998.
31Kerstin Junker, " Environmental Education, The Swedish Ways Towards a Sustainable Society," in
Environmental Education Research in the Nordic Countries, ed by S. Breiting & K. Nielsen.
Publication no.3, page 23, 1996.
32lbid.Page 23, 1996.
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concluded that EE&T will become an increasingly maTe prominent role in future
environmental work with the exception of UniBank.
It should be noted that UniBank is a special cage and needs further explanation. UniBank
stated thai they have haJ an EE&T program, however, this course is usually limited to managers,
people from headquarters and same corporate advisors. The focus of this olle-day educational
seminar was on credit risk, and the implications IDans can have on UniBank if not investigated
properly. Further, it is then up to these managers to inform and educate their staff about
environmental issues and to focus upon ways UniBank can improve its operations.
Table 4.2: An overview ofthe sampIed service firms environmental education and target groups.

Sånga Säby
Sheraton Stockhohn
Radisson SAS
UniBank
Länsförsäkringar

rCA
FDB
IKEA
Telia
SwedenPost
BerendsenTextile
AlbaNS

x
I

x

I

x

I
I

x

I
I

x
x

I

x

I

l

x
x

I

x

I

x
x

I

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

I

I

I

I

x
x

I

x

I

x

I

x

Although similarities exist in the course content and delivery method, the twelve companies
have approached environmentaleducation in as many different ways. Based upon the findings,
the author concludes that there is a need for further development in EE&T for service
companies. As a resfilt ofthese findings,the author presents an educational model designed to
help guide service companies in streamlining and planning the education of their employees
maTeeffectivelyin chapter 6.2.
Due to the diversity of each company' s EE&T program, the author has chosen to highlight the
following specific questions:

..
..
.

How long did the environmental training course last?
How many employees underwent environmental training?
Who was the target group for these courses?

What was the course content?
Who delivered ii?

For a maTe detailed overview of the individual firms' EE&T programs, see appendix 3.

33 Although all twelve service firms have EE&T for employees, it does not mean thai all employees
undergo this training. Further, the EE&T can be for specific employee groups, such as: procurement,
logistics, etc.
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4.4 ISO 14001 and the Green Key in Service Companies
Based upon the author' s findings, only two out of twelve service finns, Alba AlS and Sånga
Säby, bad received ISO 14001 certification. Radisson SAS has been awarded an eco-label, the
Green Key Award34.Berendsen Textile Service, ICA and Sweden Post, have achieved ISO
14001 certification in certain branches, and are preparing for additional ISO 14001
certification. Further, Telia and parts ofIKEA are preparing for ISO 14001 in the future. In
comparison, the remaining four service finns, FDB, UniBank, Länsförsäkringar35 and
Sheraton Stockholm do not have an environmentalmanagement system (EMS) in place. These
findings are illustrated in Figure 4.3.

Have ISO
14001

Green Key
Award

Onlycertain Preparingfor
No
plants,
ISO 14001 environmental
branches and
standards or
stores have
certification

Figure 4.2: EMS and certification in the sampIed service companies.

34The Green Key is not an environmental standard, rather it is an eco-label. It is awarded to Danish
hotels, conference centres and youth hostels, who have successfully competed the 55 criteria set forth
by the Green Key. Yearlyaudits have to be conducted and fulfilled if the hotel is to maintain the
Green Key for another rear. For further insight to the Green Key, refer to the definition section.
35 AlthoughLänsförsäkringardoesnothaveany ISO certificationor

EMS,all 24 branchesare

currently working with a simplified management system that is built up around the IS O 14001.
The purpose of this model is for each of the individual branches to begin analysing their office
impacts.
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Table 4.3: An overview of the different EMS and certification statuses in the sampied service
companies'.
To date, OlleDanish plant has been certified according to ISO 14001 (Frederiksberg). Their goa1 is to have
all Danish plants certified according to ISO 9002 and 14001 bv 2003.

.

.
.
.
.
.
.

Sånga Säbl6
Sånga Säby finds ISO 9002 and 14001 very relevant and applicab1eto service companies. Sån'ga Säby was
the first hospitality company in Europe to be certified in accordance with both ISO 9002 and 1400l
standards, as well as EMAS registration.

Alba AJS3~
Alba was the seventh company in Denmark to be certified under the BS 7750, and obtained ISO 14001
certification four years ago. Peter Sommar, the environmenta1 manager felt that it was necessary to be
proactive within the cleaning profession. Being certified was also seen as an advantage over other similar
firms who were not certified.
Alba AlS has seen great improvements and financial savings after implementing ISO 14001, in addition to
the increased awareness and responsiveness of emp10yees. However, the outcome was not as positive as
expected, because ISO 1400l has not drawn in manv new customers.
Sweden pose9
Since divisions within Sweden Post are very independent. There are problems connected to departments
going their own way with respect to the EE&T.
Post Logistics has obtained ISO 140001 certification.
Post Giro cannot see any advantages to becoming ISO 14001 certified.
Post Parcels is schedu1edto obtain ISO 14001 in February 1999. In addition, an EE&T course for emp10yees
is schedu1edto commence at the end of 1998.
have decided to huv an external trainin:

36Personal lnterview with Jimmy Sjöblom, environmental assistant at Sånga Säby. The Green Key is
not an environmental standard, rather it is an eco-label. It is awarded to Danish hotels, conference
centres and youth hostels, who have successfully competed the 55 criteria set forth by the Green Key.
Yearly audits have to be conducted and fulfilled if the hotel is to maintain the Green Key for another
year. For further insight to the Green Key, refer to the definition section.
36Although Länsförsäkringar does not have any ISO certification or EMS, all 24 branches are
currently working with a simplified management system that is built up around the ISO 14001.
The purpose of this model is for each of the individual branches to begin analysing their office
impacts.
37 Personal Interview with Hel{me Amneus, environmental co-ordinator at Sheraton Stockholm.
September 18th,1998.
38Personal lnterview with Peter Sommar, environmental manager at Alba AlS. September 3rd,1998.
39Personal lnterview with Erik Linnergren and Sten Edblad, environmental co-ordinators at Sweden
Post. September 17th,1998.
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ICA Handlarna AJS41J
.

.
.
.

ICA Handlarna management decided in 1996 to operate in accordance with ISO 14001 standard. Further, the
ofIices and central terminals are in the process of implementing ISO 14001, and are scheduled to be
completed by the end of 1998. Individual stores have not yet been pressured into becoming ISO 14001
certified.
Four regions (southern, western, central and south-eastern) received certification. The reason behind
certification is mainlv attributed to the pressure exerted bv the internai environmental department.
Telia41
Telia feels thai EMS does not suit its needs, as they find it is more relevant for production companies, and
not service companies. Olle reason is thai they feel it is too focused on the negative environmental impacts
of a company, and not on the positive aspects a firm can provide for the environment. For example, Telia
concludes thai they can help others reduce their environmental impacts by using telecommunication services.
Further, a study conducted by Ulrica Borg & Björn Borgman (1998), concluded thai Telia should register
according to ISO 14001 in a manner reducing Telia's environmental risks and costs42

Even though several service companies have an environmental management system in place,
baITiersto EE&T still persist. Both ISO 14001 and the Green Key require employee EE&T.
For example, ISO 14001 dause 4.4.2. definesthe requirements for stafftraining:
the ISO 14001 standard argues that a company shall define ils training needs. It requires
that all personnel whose work may create a significant impact on the environment have
received appropriate environmental training. A company shall make its employees, at
each relevant function and level aware,'
aj of the importance of conformance with the environmental policy and procedures;
bJ of the significant environmental impacts, actual or potential, of their work activities
and the environmental benefits ofimproved personal performance;
ej oftheir roles and responsibilities in achieving conformance;
dJ of the potential consequences of departingfrom specified operating procedures. 43
The Green Key further stresses the importance of personnel training, stating thai;
the company management is to be instructed about The Green Key and to organise
training and possible re-training of stajJ, so that they are equipped to understand the
economic and environmental significance of the green measures and are prepared to
enter into dialogue with guests on such matters. 44

Employee education and increased awareness are essential elements of both ISO 14001 and
The Green Key.

Personal interview with Anita Gustavsson, environmental manager at ICA Handlarna. September
18th,1998
41Personal interview with Tore Davidsson, Koncerstab, Kommunikation, Miljö at Telia. September
18th,1998
42Borg, Ulrica, & Borgman, Björn, "Telia's Future Environmental Management System," The ISO
14001 Way of Meeting Present and Future Requirements, page 93, 1998.
43Andy Wells, "Training and Environmental Management Systems," in ISO 14001 and Beyond:
Environmental Management Systems in the Real World, ed. by Sheldon Christopher. 1997, page 186.
44 The Green Key, Environmental certificate for hotels in Denmark.
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4.5 Common Barriers Service Firms Encounter when
Attempting to Transform EE&T into a Continuous Process
Eleven service finns under investigation regarded EE&T as an important aspect of the
company's overall environmental development and perfonnance. However, the author's
research findings illustrate thai many of the service companies face common barriers, not only
in the implementation of EE&T of personnel, but in transfonning EE&T into a continuous
process and part of daily work activities. Transfonning the process flow concept to the reality
of implementing and continuing an EE&T program has not Jet been achieved for many of the
individual service companies, as illustrated in Table 4.5.
Common Barriers
The service flrms have been classifled according to the barrier number in Table 4.5
l Lack of support and commitment from top management.
2 Lack of commitment from middle management, division heads, or employees. This can be either
in the implementation of the EE&T program or the success in making it work.
3 Problems with departments or individual stores going their own way with respect to
environmental matters and training.
4 No uniform procedure to integrate EE&T within all divisions.
5 Have not succeeded in transforming environmental issues or training matters into positive
economic terms or gains for management. Management's main concem is on year-to-year results.
6 Most companies have started an EE&T program. However due to lack of commitment, financial,
human and time resources, the interactive c1assroom-basedprograms are at a standstill and have
been set aside for the moment. As it stands, EE&T in some companies, has been stopped for a
year or more.
7 EE&T is not given high enough priority.
8 High employee turnover rate.
Table 4.4: The common barriers45service firms encounter when attempting to implement an EE&T
program.

Sån!!a Säb
Sheraton Stockholm
Radisson SAS
UniBank
LänsförsäkriD!!ar
ICA
FDB
IKEA
Telia
Sweden Post
Berendsen Textile
Alba AlS

45

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

I

x

I

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

The numbers in Table 4.5 correspond to the appropriate barriers thai are listed in section 4.5.

x

x
x
x
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4.6 Management and Employee Commitment
The implementation and success of an EE&T program is strongly based on the support of top
and middle management and employees. This support is needed in terms of resource
availability and the willingness to 1eam, act and respond effectively and competently as
environmental matters arise. However, it is important that this support is not mere lip service
by top management, but is supported by concrete actions shown by top management. Figure
4.3 illustrates the author's findings according to the permanence of the individual service
companies EE&T programs.

12
10
8
6
4
2
O
EE&T
at a standstill

Continuous
EE&T

Figure 4.5: The permanence ofEE&T programs within the investigated service companies.

To bring figure 4.3 into clearer perspective, the author highlights the reasons why some service
companies have been more successful than others in implementing EE&T programs. First,
commitment from both management and employees have been concretely integrated into
EE&T programs within:

..
..

Sånga Säby

Alba AlS
Berendsen Textile Service
Radisson SAS

Out of these four companies, Sånga Säby' s commitmentto EE&T was the most prominent,
and as a result, has achieved considerable environmental improvements. Jimmy Sjöblom, the
environmental assistant, feels that it is necessary to give employeesthe appropriate knowledge
base in order to achieve Sånga Säby' s environmentalgoals in addition to the skins required to
perform their other tasks efficientlyand competently. Moreover, 'learning by doing' has been
streamlined into the employeefunctions, in terms of continuously reminding staff that they are
the real environmental managers, and are competent and able to make environmental
decisions.46However, Ollecan argue that part of their success and high levet of commitment
from both management and staff is duc to their size. Sånga Säby only has 45 employees, and
an extremely low employee turnover rate; therefore, commitment and environmental efforts
have been integrated as a component oftheir daily working routines.
In comparison, both the environmental co-ordinator at Sheraton Stockholm and the
environmental secretaries at Sweden Post are continuously trying to implement EE&T
46Personal Interview with Jimmy Sjöblom, environmental assistant at Sånga Säby Hotel and
Conference Centre. September 19th,1998.
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programs. However, due to lack of commitment from top management, departmental head and
employees, EE&T is a long and difficult process.

Another important element obtained from the interviews in relation to EE&T can be seen at
UniBank. Although UniBank has stated that they have an EE&T course for employees, Olle
should not lose sight of their statement without looking fiuther into the extent and content of
their program. The author's findings revealed that only Olleperson per branch was entitled to
attend the environmentaltraining course, and this was orten a manager, or personnel from the
head office. Further, the course does not cover environmentalmatters in great detail, but rather
touches briefly upon the risks that UniBank can encounter when lending money. Another
important aspect is that the company began a sorting system, but there have been minimal
guidance and instructions for employees as to what and how to sort. As a result, the author
concludes that UniBank still has a far way to go in terms of environmentalmatters, awareness
and employee-training. They have yet to develop an EE&T program that encompasses a
variety of issues that pertain to UniBank. For example, they do not address the environmental
impacts of employees daily tasks, nor the Ollesbrought on by the customers themselves. If
progress in developing and implementing an EE&T program is to become a reality at
UniBank, then support from both top and middle management is needed, in addition to the
necessary resources for developingand training employeesin environmentalissues.
Both ICA Handlarna and FDB are similar in nature, as the retail stores are individually owned
and are members in a co-operative group. Although, both are strongly supported by the
environmental management department, due to the nature of these organisations, individual
retail stores make the final decision on the followingcriteria:

..
..

whether or not to provide EE&T for their employees;
the duration of an EE&T program;
the target group and employees involved;
the method of delivery.

FDB and ICA can only encourage the individual stores and communicate the benefits of
EE&T, in addition to providing the trainers, resources and material needed for the training
programs. For example, in order to reach all ICA stores in Sweden, ICA has employed six
environmental assistants who travel around monitoring, recommending, encouraging, and
motivating ICA owners to take action in reducingtheir environmentalimpacts.
Similar to ICA Handlarna, IKEA has been successful in constructing a worldwide
environmental network. Due to the magnitude of IKEA, an environmental co-ordinator has
been appointed at each regional retail store to assist the three environmentalmanagers, who are
situated at IKEA headquarters in Denmark, to oversee that environmentalissues, training and
actions are implement and followed by each IKEA store worldwide. The three environmental
managers travel frequently to advise, monitor and follow up on the work performed by the coordinators, thus, maintaining continual contact and providing motivation.
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4.7 Environmental Responsiveness
Figure 4.4, illustrates the individual service finns' approach when handling their
environmental issues and impacts. The research results show that only 17% of the service
companies under investigation have taken a proactive approach when dealing with the
environment and environmental issues. Proactive means being responsible, taking an
anticipatory approach which addresses both present and fUture environmental problems in
connection with the services provided at each service company.
Environmental Responsiveness

"~'o

Im 49%
Active

Figure 4.4: The manner in which the investigated service companies approached the environment.

After having studied the various service companies, it is necessary to distinguish among the
individual service companies; and the reasons for taking a proactive to active approach
towards the environment varies from company to company. The following, are some of the
reasons behind their decision:

.
.

.
.

Five of the service companies felt that being environmentally active within their sub-group and
leading the war provides them with a competitive advantage over similar service companies.
Eight service companies found it not only imperative to comply with legislation, but their aim
was to progress faster than new environmentallegislation.
One service finn felt that its service actually helped other companies and individuals to improve
the environment.
Eleven service organisations required that their suppliers adhere to specific environmental
demands and Godes,pressured their suppliers into setting environmental goals and targets, and
some required that they are certified according to ISO 1400l.

Further, it is fundamental to explore these variables in order to comprehend ful1ythe reasons
behind the service companies choices, and the drivers that influence their environmental
responsiveness. Table 4.5 places the sampIed service companiesunder four different categories
according to the mall driving forces that influencetheir environmentalposition.
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Table 4.5: The drivers that compel service companies to deal with environmental issues.47
PUBLIC RELATIONS
DRIVENFIRM

LAW DRIVENFIRM

.
o

o
o

Defensive strategy
Costs to be avoided
Consumers do not

o
o

o

Resistance
Threat

o
o

opportunity to enhance
Image

really care
o

Active
Utilising an occasional

o

Consumers want it to

o

Cosmetic add-on
Newthing

Active
Utilising an occasional
opportunity to enhance
Image

o

Consumers want it to

o
o
o

o

Proactive
Consumers demand it
Inherent in their business
missIOn

o

same extent

same extent
o

VALUEDRIVENFIRM

PUBLIC RELATIONS!
VALUEDRIVEN
FIRM

Opportunity for sustaining
competitive advantage

Partially incorporated
inta their business
1ll1SSIOn

o

Opportunity for gaining
a competitive advantage
over similar firms

o
o
o

Sweden Post48
Sheraton Stockholm
UniBank

o

o

Telia
rCA

oFDB

o
o

Radisson SAS
IKEA

o
o

Sånga Säby
Alba

o Berendsen Textile
o Länsförsäkringar

Practical examples of Table 4.5 can be seen with specific sampied service companies. Firstly,
Telia is taking an active role in the environmentby developingand offeringtelecommunication
packages which enable customers to improve the environment.49Secondly, Sånga Säby sets the
best overall example in integrating a proactive approach throughout alllevels of the hotet The
success of their performance can be attributed to the size of the hotel, and moreover, the
outstanding commitment from both staff and management, and their preparedness and
motivation for continuous environmental improvementswithin their establishment.
As a resfilt, two out of the twelve service companies which approached the environment in a
proactive manner have succeeded in channelling resources towards the integration of
environmentaltraining as part oftheir overall achievements.
It is now necessary to consider the aspects of the remaining service companies, and the reasons
thai prevent them form taking an active approach regarding environmental matters. UniBank
and Sheraton Stockholm viewed themselves as being inactive towards environmental issues
and related impacts. This is primarily attributed to the lack of top management support and the
low priority environmental matters are given when compared to other pressing issues such as:
service quality, customer satisfaction, and eamings. Sweden Post is trying to become more
active, by slowly implementing environmental issues into polices, action plans and EE&T
courses. However, the process is slow and laborious, as there are still many barriers to
overeorne,particularly in gaining support from alllevels within the organisation.

47 This table, originally pilt forth by Grummesson
purpose of this paper.
48

(1994), has been adapted by the author for the

SwedenPost is a large company,therefore,divisionswithin the companyvary accordingto the

drivers that compel them to deal with environmental issues. However, the author has placed Sweden
Post in this division, as the majority of the divisions can be seen as 'Law driven,' with some
exceptions in the other decisions.
49 Telia Environmental Report, 1997.
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4.8 Extended Supplier Responsibility and Procurement Policies
Figure 4.5 illustrates the correlation between the service company' purchasing policy and the
demands they place on their suppliers. Based uran the author's research findings, seven
service companies who have incorporated environmentalcriteria inta their purchasing policies
lise their position and influence to extend environmental responsibilities to encompass their
suppliers. Therefore, demandingthat their suppliers not only take their environmental impacts
inta account, but set objectives and goals to reduce their overall impact. Same even require
ISO 14001 certification. Contrary to this, three firms did not incorporate environmental
criteria inta their procurement policy and fullS,have little influence overtheir suppliers.
Purchasing Policies and Suppliers
(I)

ev
'2

12

! 10
E
<3 8

G:Ipurchasing policy with
environmental criteria
II influence and pressure
suppliers

ev
CJ
'1:
ev
I/)

6

ö...

4

E

El no influence over
suppliers

2

. no data available

ev
::::s

z

D no purchasing policy with
environmental criteria

o

Figure 4.5: The correlation between the service company' purchasing policy and the demands they
place on their suppliers.

To gain insight inta figure 4.5, table 4,5 has been incIuded to highlight individual service
companies' achievements in extending environmental responsibilities to encompass their
suppliers in the service sector link.
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Table 4.5: Investigated service finns achievements in extending responsibility to include various
actors.

..
.
.

.

.

.
..
.
.
.
..

Sånga Säblo
Practice an active interest in influencing suppliers to introduce new methods and teclmology
Suppliers must attach their company's environmental program and policy, and will indicate how the raw
materials are processed, along with the transportation used, inc1udingdetails of the vehic1esand fueIs used in
transportation.
Suppliers must also give detailed instructions as to how they pack their products and which parts they accept
for recycling.
Buy locally grown and ecological products when possible
The purehasers handbook must be consulted by all staff in coniunction with procurement.
ICA HandlarnaS! and Radisson SAS 52
rCA head office is responsible for purchasing the assortment found in the rCA stores. They fonn agreements
with suppliers. Approximately 20,000 -25,000 different products.
rCA stores can choose to bur products from the rCA assortment or are free to choose externaI suppliers. rf
they choose to bur externally, then the individual stores are responsible for the quaIityand environmental
impact of the seleeted products. Further, the must ensure thai they meet rCA Handlarna environmental
requirements.
rCA does not have a c1assification system for their products
Suppliers must have an environmental policy in order to supply rCA with gaDds, and evidence thai there is
ongoing environmental work.
Similar to rCA, Radisson SAS can bur gaDdsfIom external suppliers but must meet corporate environmental
standards thai are prevalent among all Radisson SAS hotels worldwide. A top down process is used for
purchasing, as top management makes agreements and negotiates with suppliers for all Radisson SAS hotels
for items such as soap and shampoos.
FDBS3
Tough guidelines are set for suppliers. They must answer a detailed questionnaire about their products,
packaging, and transportation, among others things, with the goal toward continuous improvements.
Suppliers are checked on a yearly basis to see ifthey have met the requirements plit forth by FDB, and only
then is a new contract drawn up, inc1uding a new set of environmental criteria and goals to be met.
Länsförsäkringar

IKEAS4
IKEA is actively involved with their suppliers and supplier training (chapter 5.2).
Suppliers' must complete an environmental checklist with questions about the supplier's environmental
work. The answers are then signed by both the supplier and IKEA. This is to ensure thai they confonn and
correspond to the environmental standards espoused by IKEA. These inc1ude the lise of chemicals, waste
handling, and raw materials.

50Personal interview with Jimmy Sjöblom, environmental assistant at Sånga Säby. September 19th,
1998.
51Personal interview with Anita Gustavsson, environmental manager at ICA Handlarna. September
18th,1998.
52Personal interview with Henrik Pedersen, general manager at SAS Radisson SAS. September 25th,
1998.
53Personal interview with Katrine Milman, environmental assistant at FDB. September 4th, 1998.
54rKEA and the Environment, "Green Steps," page 24, 1996.
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4.9 Extended Employee and Customer Responsibility
Of the entire sample, the author' s findings revealed that only four service companies have
extended responsibility to indude their employees, while only three were able to incorporate
extended consumer responsibilityinto their services.
Service companies who have been able to extend responsibility to indude customers and
employeesis considerably less than the influencethey have exerted over their suppliers. Taking
a doser look, only Sånga Säby and Radisson SAS have been able to extend responsibility to
encompass both customers and employees.For example, employeesat SAS Radisson SAS are
given a notepad, where they are required to record environmentalmatters as they occur, based
on; I have seen, I have hear d, and I have done, and subrnit it to the environmentalmanager.
Sånga Säby involves employees in environmental decision making and goal setting by
'extending employee responsibility.' All staff are taught, encouraged and are expected to act
and make environmental decisions on a routine basis, as part of their training involves; What
to do, When to do it, and How to do it. Further, upon arrival, guests are informed about the
environmental work done in each respective hotel, along with brochures in each room. These
brochures dearly inform guests about the choices they can make during their star that will
help alleviate environmental impacts. For example, guests are given the choice to re-use their
towels, encouraged to tum down the temperature in the room when not there, and informed of
the need to use the room key card to activate the lights.
Similarly, Berendsen Textile Services has also been successful in extending responsibility to
their employees with the onset of the WECO project (chapter 4.3, table 4.3). As a result, the
employees in Denmark have been able to reduce their water consumption from the initial 13
litres of water per kilogram of laundry to 4 litres of water per kilogram of laundry. In
comparison, their Swedish counterparts who have not implementedthis project use 17 litres of
water per kilogram oflaundry.
Furthermore IKEA, as a pilot project in 1994 offered customers in Switzerland the possibility
of handing in their no longer wanted sofas and armchairs for a minimal fee. In 1996, this
service expanded to allow customers to hand in all types of furniture, kitchens and floors, and
it still continues today.55

55IKEA and the Environment, "Green Steps," page 24, 1996.
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Overview and Analysis
The need for Environmental Education in Service Companies

This chapter is dual in nature, as it intends to explore several key areas in relation to environmental
education. Firstly, this chapter is concerned with the content and delivery of environmental
education within service firms '. In addition to the application of skilIs to practical contexts.
Secondly, the increasing importance of environmental education in a service company has not yet
been fully realised by management. Thirdly, it is investigated how environmental education can be
incorporated as part of a service company's internai training procedures. Finally, why it is
imperative thaI Knowledge, Attitude, Behaviour, Values and Action, are fully integrated into a
service company 's environmental education program is examined.
In addition, this chapter will explore why business decisions should reflect environmental issues
which impact upon the service organisations progression towards the realisation of sustainable
development. Moreover, the importance of extending responsibility to include all actors, andfinally,
how environmental education can assist this process.

5.1 Introduction
This chapter is concemed with the refinement of EE&T programs for the service sector.
Chapter four was dedicated to the issues and results of EE&T within the sampied service
companies. The author aims to explore a continuation of this theme by addressing several key
issues: foremost, this study has identified a clear requirement for EE&T in Swedish and
Danish service companies. Second, the lack of application amongst service companies is
identified as being a major problem which needs to be addressed in developing EE&T
programs. Third, EE&T should be required for personnel at all levels of a service
organisation, and for a wide range of skills and competencies.Finallv, service companies have
a vital role to play in the successful utilisation of EE&T for employees, and this chapter will
outline SOfieof the ways that this can be achieved. Therefore, a model has been designed for
service companies to use as an operational tool to improve the development of environmental
education for employees.This model will be addressed in more detail in section 6.2.

5.2 Why Provide Employees with EE&T?
The first question to address is why EE&T is necessary for employees and service
organisations at all? According to Fleming and Blackman (1998) the implications for service
companies are manifold: the law now expects compliancewith an increasingly complicated and
growing legal framework; stakeholders, shareholders, customers and employeesperspectives of
the importance of sustainable development have placed higher expectations on service
company to be 'environmentally correct'. 56Furthermore, service firms are also compelled to

56

Tara Fleming & Deborah Blackman, "Why and How Organisations Provide Employees with

Environmental

1998.

Education," in Environmental Education and Training, ed. by P. Park et al. Page 101,
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various drivers that influence their environmental compliance, such as values and public
relations, which was presented in chapter 4.7.
Although the pressure upon service organisations to be more environmentally responsible is
there, the author' s current responses from the sampIed service organisations show variance,
and a lack of continuity and consistency. Such responses can be viewed as reactionary and
short-term, often only relevant to part of the organisation.
Ultimately, wherever the pressure comes from, be it the law, employees, customers, etc., it
falls on management to do something. Therefore, through the implementation of EE&T for
employees, management can facilitate the adaptation of internal environmental work, and
lessen the pressure from externaI stakeholders.

5.3 Why Top Management Commitment is Important for the
Success of a Service Firms EE&T Program
Commitment from top management is essentiaI for the successful implementation of an EE&T
program, however, it is not always there. Why not? What can be done ab out it? What are the
consequences for the EE&T program if top management support is lacking?

The first priority for any service company that is seekingto implementan EE&T program for
their staff, needs to gain top management support and commitment. However, this is not
always as easyas it seems and the reasons are manifoId. Foremost, perceiving no immediate
financial return is the primary cause of low commitment, as seen in the case of Sweden Post,
Sheraton Stockholm, UniBank and Länsfärsäkringar. Succeeding,is how management conveys
their support and commitment to the environmental training program. "Management which
only 'pars lip service' to EE&T creates a more difficult problem. Giving a single person the
task of implementing EE&T without the authority or resources is not uncommon,57"as was
understood in the interviews with Sheraton Stockholm,and Sweden Post. Further, the message
that top management communicates to the employees is of utmost importance. For example,
top management decides that the service firm will implement EE&T, and all employees will
undergo environmental training. Therefore, if this message is to be meaningful, top
management action, resource allocation, authority and decisions must be consistent with the
message given to the employees.If top management actions are different from the message and
place greater importance on costs, quality of the service, meeting and keeping schedules, then
the EE&T program losses it credentials and employees are no longer motivated or eager to
assist in the service firm's environmentalchanges.
To illustrate these findings, examples from Sånga Säby top management commitment is used
to show the consequences that strengthen employee behaviour and commitment towards
environmental actions. In contrast, the consequences that weaken emplovee behaviour and
commitmenttowards environmentalactions due to lack of top management.

B. Pearson et. al, "Using Environmental Management Systems to Improve Profits," page 3: 7,
1995.
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"mind the people you have" as they are the Ollesthat can produce the changes.
"the most important thing is to support and help department heads to manage the environmental
issues."
provide employees with resources, decision making power, competence to make decisions.
listening to all suggestions.
continuously reminding staffthat they are the 'real' environmental managers, providing that the
flfill allows them to be.
continuous EE&T spread over time in permanent loops to maintain a high level of awareness, as
well as a high process thinking among staff, as they are the ultimate performers.
employees are made aware of their values, and that their views and opinions count in the
overall environmental performance of the service firm.
employees must be taken seriously, and made to feel important and part of the action

Figure 5.1: The consequences that strengthen employeebehaviour and motivation in a service firm.
In short, once top management has communicated that EE&T is to be implemented and given

-

priority, the message must be lived by the leader it must be reinforced by the consistency of
the leader's behaviour58, as is in the case of Sånga Säby.

..
..
..
..

top management does not see the benefits of environmental training.
top management send mixed signals of their commitment to the EE program, therefore, the message
is unc1earfor employees.
department heads and employees lack support and help in managing environmental issues.
employees lack resources, decision making power, and the competence to make decisions.
lack EE&T.
employees are not part of the action.

top management and managers do not listen to employee suggestions.
employees are not made aware oftheir values, and that their views and opinions count in the overall
environmental performance of the service flfill.

Figure 5.2: The consequences that weaken employeebehaviour and motivation in a service firm.

In short, if top management commitmentis not reinforced by their actions, goals and signals,
then employees will question why they have to commit themselves and plit the effort into
environmentalperformance areas when top managementis not.
In other words, both commitmentand action from top management is cmcial to the existence,
progression, and outcometo of the EE&T program within the service company. Moreover, the
message that top management conveys to employees will directly affect employee behaviour
and motivation to carry out the service firms environmental objectives and their goals.
Therefore, it consequential for any EE&T program to not only have top management support,
but that this support is continually reinforced by the consistency of top management action and
behaviour.

58Peter Hess and Julie Siciliano, "Management: Responsibility for Performance," page 268, 1996.
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5.4 How EE&T Can Help Service Firms Reflect Environmental
Issues
The issue of environmental damage is considered to be of fundamental importance to all
members of society: service companies alike. It has long been the case that the Earth's natural
resources have been used in an unsustainable manner, both for development and personal lise.
This has become extremelyapparent with the creation of service companies to meet the needs
ofthe ever-demanding consumer. Environmental impacts from a service company have become
a societal and collective problem that can no longer be solely passed on to society to deal with.
If service organisations are going to take the initiative in addressing environmental problems
and preventing them before they happen, then service companies are going to have to extend
environmental responsibility to inc1ude their: external suppliers59, procurement, employees,
and consumers. The extended responsibility in the service sector link must co-operate c1osely
to reduce environmental impacts, while maximising value and competitiveness.

It is imperative that producers, suppliers, employees, consumers, and the service companies
alike, do not solely identify the environmental impacts as a result of their services, goods or
actions as a separate matter, because this simply is not so. Rather the environmental impact
derived from a service or goods is as a complex process that begins at the point of production
and proceeds until disposal. A service company should not only be seen as providing a service
that customers are demanding, but rather as an entire process: production, raw materials used,
energy, procurement, transportation etc. that contributes to the overall environmentalimpact of
the service or good. Responsibility and action must encompass all actors involved in the chain.
For example, a decision taken by Olleactar in the chain has definite implications on the other
actors. Environmental impacts will be forwarded to the next actar to undertake. Eventually
someone, be it the producer, employee, or customer must make a decision as to resolving or
preventing the problem. The decision however also has implications as to the outcome. It is
important that this decision is based on sound environmentalknowledge and competence if it is
to be affective and produce results. This view is further supported by Don Sayre60,who stated
that "people make the system work. They need to be properly qualified, competent and
further empowered with sufficient authority. This involves adequate training on requirement,
techniques, the use of tools, management expectations, and resource availability. "
To further illustrate the interconnectednessof the service chain, figure 5.3, is presented as an
example of how a decision made by a service company's procurement office in a hotel can
affect the entire chain.

59 For this thesis, externa! suppliers are those that provide services and customers with both
INVENTORY - computers, desks etc. and CONSUMABLES - paper, pens etc.
60Don Sayre, "Inside ISO 14000: The Competitive Advantage of Environmental Management,"
1996, page 58.
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Figure 5.3: The interconnectedness of the service chain.

To further explain certain aspects of figure 5.3, the symbol* denotes that through the
implementation of an EE&T, in addition to a purchasing policy, employees and customers
will be able to make hette! and informed choices. EE&T is seen as a war to provide employees
will increased knowledge, skills and competence to influence, set environmental criteria and
pressure suppliers for products and services that are less hannful to the environment. Further,
the purchasing policyenables employees to demand environmental compliance from their
suppliers.
Moreover, if a service firm fails to acknowledge the service sector link and extend
responsibility, the cyc1e and actors involved will continue to create and contribute to the
service finns environmentalaspects. However,if EE&T is implemented,purchasers, through a
preventive approach can alter this cyc1eand reduce the service finns environmental impacts,
while maximising the value and competitiveness.
It is Ollething to make these c1aims, hut another to have the ability, knowledge hage and
competence to carry out the actions. General findings in the author's research shows that the
culturaI norm of the sampIed service companies' business practices has not fully integrated
EE&T into their training curriculum. Therefore, environmentalmanagers, and employees who
have to make decisions often lack the information or adequate training to make the action
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environmentally correct. Fundamentally, the relationship between EE&T and decision-making
is of utmost importance if a service firm is to progress towards the realisation of sustainable
development.
Consequently, the importance of environmental education and training is to enable service
managers and employees alike to think through the impacts of a decision in order to be able
to maintain a balance within the environment and achieve a viable return.
Therefore, service companies must see that implementing an environmentaltraining program
takes time, thought and commitment. Olle has to consider WHAT: what sort of environmental
education programs are needed, WHY: why the environmental training program is
implemented, and finally HOW: what methods would be most appropriate, given the fact that
the service sector is large and very diverse.
As a result, EE&T will have to be developed and streamlined into daily routines more
effectivelyin the future.

5.5 Problems with the EE and Training of Service Companies
As previously stated in chapter 4.3, all twelve sampled service firms interviewed claimed to
have SOfietype of EE&T. However, the author's research findings revealed that the majority
of the service firms' EE&T programs emphasisedand highlightedglobal environmentalissues,
phrases and basic ecology, rather than focusing on the actual causes of the firms'
environmental impacts. Currently, ten of service companies EE&T programs are at a
standstill, leaving their employees with only a meTedescription of the current environmental
problems. This is partly attributed to the lack oftop management commitment, as seen in four
out of the twelve service companies discussed in chapter 4.5.
As a result, employees have not explored the main aspect and purpose of EE&T: the causes,
effects, possible solutions and competenceto amelioratethese problems.
The type of EE&T that is currently used by the majority of the sampied service companies is
built on the traditional assumption that knowledgeresults in increasing awareness of problems,
which in tum motivates the employeesto act in a more environmentallyresponsible manuer.
However, as seen in the cage of the Sheraton Stockholm,this is simply not the cage. According
to Finn Mogensen61,this stance rests upon a scientific idea which supposes knowledge and
skills to be the only parameter in actions and action decisions.
Although it can be argued by many service companies that many of their employees have
undergone basic EE&T and have leamt about environmental issues, the outcome of this type
of education does not prepare employeesto find and implement solutions. They will not have
the background understanding of the origins or dynamics of the environmental problems, nor
the competence to act and make sound decisions. Employees need to feel they have a
responsibility for the environment, and that they are empoweredto do something, a sense of
ownership. Awareness of the individual role and seeing what each person can actively achieve
towards the whole is fundamental to change. This view is further supported by Fleming and
Blackman (1998) who state that "if a company is to promote proactive environmental
61 Finn Mogensen, "Environmental Education as Critical Education", in Environmental Education
Research in the Nordic Countries, ed. by S. Breiting and K. Nielsen, publication no.3, page 47,
1996.
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policies then they must start from the basis that an organisation is a human construction,
and that all actions a company takes are the consequences of human understanding and
motivation. The employees of a service organisation must comprehend what has to be done,
why it has to be done and what that means for them. 62"
During the personal interviews, all service firms were able to tell WHAT was inc1uded in their
EE&T program. However, it become apparent that nearly all of the sampIed service companies
were primarily concemed with discussing HOW they should implement and incorporate
EE&T for employees as part of their daily tasks, yet the question of WHY they were
conducting EE&T was very difficult to ascertain. In other words, they were too focused on the
practice aspect. As the discussion progressed, the barriers and reasons why they have not
succeeded in educating all their employees were made c1ear.

In short, this type of teaching and/or education increases employees' knowledge about the
environmental problems their firm are facing, and global issues, but it does not go further than
that. Therefore, the author proposes that this should not be considered EE&T, but merely
c1assifiedas information seminars pertaining to environmentalissues.

5.6 The Long Term Aim of EE&T
The long term alm ofEE&T should be to develop employees' abilities and will to describe, analyse,
assess and have an influence on the service company 's environmental problems.

The underlying aim of EE&T is to help individuals and service companies understand the
complex nature of the natural environment resulting from the interactions of social and
economic aspects. In addition to acquiring knowledge,valnes, attitudes and practical skills to
participate in a responsible and effective war in anticipating and solving environmental
problems.63 As a result, EE&T should give people throughout the organisation the necessary
knowledge to lise nature and natural resources and to controI the quality so that it is not
impaired, but wisely improved.64
The aims and objectives of the service firms' EE&T programs tend to be forgotten. For the
majority of service firms in question, environmental education has been implemented on a
short-term basis, thus enabling only a portion of their employees to undergo EE&T, which
ranged anywhere from Olleto four hours in the different service firms. However, there are
exceptions, such as the few service firms have been able to streamline EE&T as part of a
continual employee training program. Management on the other hand, has been the general
focus of EE&T programs, and therefore, has undergone more extensive EE&T in relation to
the firm's environmentalissues and impacts.
As a result, this means that service firms are isolating knowledge and action competence by
focusing on particular groups within the service company. Therefore, further highlighting the
reasons why some service companies round difficulties in achieving environmental results, as
62 Tara Fleming & Deborah Blackman, IIWhyand How Organisations Provide Employees with
Environmental Education," in Environmental Education and Training, ed. by P. Park et al., page
102, 1998.
63Kerstin Junker, " Environmental Education, The Swedish Ways Towards a Sustainable Society," in
Environmental Education Research in the Nordic Countries, ed by S. Breiting & K. Nielsen.
Publication no.3, page 23, 1996.
64Ibid.Page 23, 1996.
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their EE&T was provided for specific groups of people rather then the entire organisation.
Edgar Woolard chainnan and CEO of Du Pont further support the author's view, stressing
that "as long as environmental protection remains in a special category assigned to certain
people, instead of part of the mental checklist with which each person approaches every task,
then environmental accomplishments will remain reactive and corrective rather than
proactive

and innovative65. "

Taking inta account that two of the sampied service companies viewed EE&T as a need to
achieve a greater set of goals, and not as a necessity, further emphasisesthat the long-tenn aim
of EE&T for many service companies has been forgotten. These companies saw EE&T as a
necessary enforced step that they bad ta take in order to achieve ISO 14001 certification.
As a resfilt, the long-tenn aim of EE&T must be viewed by service companies as a continuous
learning process that is available for all employees.Alvar Ellegård66stresses that "knowledge
should be conscious, functional and useful if it is to remain alive. It can only be achieved by
motivated, active and independent employees, where employee needs and interests are of
paramount importance. The employee, and only the employee can leam, the environmental
educatar can only stimulate.,,67
The desired output of EE&T for all service companies, should be to combine the knowledge
acquired by the employees to promote a change in attitude and behaviour with respect to the
service finn' s environmental problems. Furthennore, such knowledge should be directly
re1atedto the employees' daily routines and job requirements by placing environmental needs
in relation to problem-oriented cases.
However, for a service finn to achieve this, it is important to recognise that these different
aims: knowledge, attitude, value clarification and action, require different teaching methods
and approaches. Seen in this perspective, Table 5.1 has been incorporated to illustrate the
overall objectives and continuous targets a service finn should strive for in their EE&T
program.
Table 5.1: The overall objectives and continuous targets of an EE&T program.
Ovcl"all Objcctivcs and Tal"gcts of EE&T
EE&T

Increaseenvirorunentalawarenessandthe readinessto activelyparticipatein envirorunental
decisionsandchangeswithinthe serviceorganisation.

Continuous

.

Target

.
.

.

Fonn an internai envirorunentalgroupwithin each departmentto act as a responsible
and a voiceforthe department.
hnplement monthly meetings where the group can discuss progress, barriers, new
solutions.
Further, incorporatehalf rear seminarsfor the all employeesas a refresher courseon
where the companyis, the improvementsthat have beenmade,and where the company
wantsto go in the next half a rear.
How a preventive approach towards the service finns service' s can be cultivated
employee routines.

65Bruce Harrison, " Going Green: How to Communicate your company' s environrnental
commitment," page 50, 1993.
66Alvar Ellegård, "Problem Based Learning," in Eco Logic: Environmental Education, ed. by W.
Brunner et al. Page 44, 1994.
67lbid. Page 44, 1994.
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Provideknowledgeof the serviceorganisation'senvirorunentalimpacts,action plans and
goalsthroughthe EE&Tprogram.

.

Target

.

Problemsmust be understoodand continuouslyformulatedto achievespecificgoalsthat
the servicecompanyhas set. Further,employeesshouldbe encouragedto present ideas
as a meansof solvingorpreventingthe envirorunentalproblems.
Moreover,explainthe advantagesof variouseffortsemployeescan take to reduce the
fmn's envirorunentalimpactsfor instance,the advantagesof waste minimisationand
howto go aboutit.

Commonquestionsto ask:
1. Wheredo the envirorunentalproblemsrelatedto OuTservicefmn occur?
2. Whatcanbe doneaboutthem?
3. Whatis the bestwayto preventthemfromoccurringin the future?

.

Attitude and
Behaviour

Continuous

Target

Further, it is important to continuously update employees about the fmn's progress,
showing them that the work they are performing is resulting in changes, therefore, a
monthly newsletter either printed or issued on intranet is a way to keep employees
motivated.

Provide employees with an envirorunental proactive attitude through effective
communication,both from top managementand departmentalmanagers.However,to be
effective,the employeesneedto seethat managementactionsare consistentwiththeir views
on EE&T and envirorunentalimprovement,as this leaves little doubt what the message
means. Communicatingmeaning throughthe manager's behaviouris a powerfulelement
that is communicatedan will affectemployees'attitudesandbehaviour.

.
.
.

To keep employeesmotivatedtowardsenvirorunentalgoalsand targetsthe fmn has set
througheffectivelycommunicatingtop managementcommitmentandsupport.
Further,it is importantthat the servicefmn constantlyprovidesthe resourcesemployees
needto achievethe envirorunentalgoais.
In addition, incentives are also provided to keep employees interested and motivated.

Valne
Clarification

Provide employeeswith the abilityto Teachand make decisionsregarding envirorunental
matterswhenfacedwith a difficultchoice.

Continuous

.

Target

Action
Continuous
Target

A continuous development of choices to be made gives the employees insight and
awareness of the implications of difficult questions. This contributes to a feeling of
security and self confidence about themselves, and the decisions they have to make
within the service company.

Providethe employeeswith the necessaryeducationandtoolsfor action,inc1udingdifferent
methods.

.
.

Constantlyencourageemployeesthat they are now responsiblefor reducingthe service
company'senvirorunentalimpacts,based on the knowledgeand competencethey have
gainedthroughthe EE&Tprogram.
Ensurethat all employeeshave a copyof a plan that describesthe actionsthe fmn is
taking,who is responsible,the resources,time frameetc.

Belowis a sampleof a planthat couldbe issuedandusedby all employees.

Problem

Approach

.

.

What to do

How to do it

Prioritisingand
Responsibilities

.

Who is

responsible

TimeFrame

Re-evaluate

.
.

.

When can we do

it, and
When can we
expect to fInish

How canwe
measure
improvements
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In other words, EE&T must start at defining the service company's environmental issues.
EE&T is a too1thai helps emp10yeesdeve10ptheir thoughts, valnes, competence and action
towards environmental issues. If EE&T succeeds, emp10yeeswill seek additional infonnation
and knowledge, which will eventual1y1eadto an active approach on their own account.

5.7:1 Methods
The methods emp10yed are fundamental to the success of an EE&T program. The techniques
osed for EE&T programs is of considerab1e importance, as the method osed will have a direct
impact on the outcome of the EE&T program and will detennine the 1eve1 of emp10yee
knowledge, awareness, behaviour, participation, competence, and actions.

Earlier in this chapter, it was stated and shown thai merely sending memos and pamphlets as a
fonn of environmental awareness raising was ineffectual. In order to maximise the effect of
staff environmenta1 education, it is important thai the service company is ab1e to impart
environmental infonnation in several different ways. Seen in this perspective, the chal1enges
thai are made on EE&T with respect to content and methodo10gywill be taken up in the next
section dealing with value cIarification and action competence. These are seen as two
methods service finns should consider when developingan EE&T program.

5.7:2 Value Clarification
EE&T must jirst andforemost begin with the mind. Environmental cancern is a state of the mind It
is mind-set. It is attitudes. It is anchored on values. Values shape Dur attitudes and this is where
service companies environmental education and awareness building must begin.

Most service emp10yees already hold valnes thai support sound environmental practices;
therefore the awareness is a1readythere. However, this awareness often appears irrelevant in
producing positive environmentalactions, as emp10yeeslack skills, motivation and competence
to produce changes. Therefore, it is important thai service companies expose emp10yeesto
approaches thai facilitate sound and personal environmentalpractices, rather then courses thai
focus on concrete environmental infonnation and issues. According to Tony Shallcross and
Graham Wilkinson (1995), the acquisition and refinement of skills through practice will not
only increase emp10yeesconfidence in using these skills, it is also likely to make them maTe
accomplished advocates of change within the service company. Therefore, in these ways,
valnes will be sustained through a constant cycle of action and reflection, as the congruence
between theory and practice becomes refined as successful praxis.68Further, the integration on
EE&T invo1vesthe app1icationof interconnectednessprinciples; social, economic and natural
environments as fundamental precepts of education for sustainab1edeve10pment.69
As a result, if EE&T is to playa leading ro1e in service companies progression towards
sustainab1edeve10pment,then it is imperative thai EE&T assist in deve10pingemp10yeevalnes
which support and sustain sound environmental practices within the service company. The
practice of emp10yeesmaking infonned real choices as to which options are best under the
68Tony Shallcross and Graham Wilkinson, "Sustainable Valnes: the Basis of Teacher Education for
Sustainable Development," pagelO, 1995.
69 Tony Shallcross and Graham Wilkinson, "Sustainable Valnes: the Basis of Teacher Education for
Sustainable Development," page 10, 1995.
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given set of circumstances is vital for service companies' if they are to achieve sustainability.
However, it seems apparent from the author' s research resu1tsthat there is the need for an
emphasis on employee action in the sampied service companiesEE&T programs.
There is Ollecentral problem in sustaining valnes which are supportive for a service companies
EE&T program. That is the message communicated by top management, both in words and
action. If the support from top management are parables of good environmental practice, the
valnes, attitudes, commitment and skills needed to protect an improve the service companies
environmental impacts will pervade the atmosphere of the employees within the service
company. "Practising what you teach is the best, perhaps the only war to educate for
sustainable action.,,70
As a resu1t, the success of Sånga Säby' s environmental work can be attributed to the valnes,
commitment and action form top management that has trickled down to influence and motivate
the employees, therefore, pervading the atmosphere of Sånga Säby. Consequently, the message
from top management can be seen as an ethical persuader, determining the success of a service
company' s environmental work.

5.7:3 Action Competence
Action competence is a concept which involves both knowledge potential and skil/ qualities, which
qualifY the employee to act constructively, with the purpose of solving environmental problems.
Therefore, to put action competence inta perspective, it is the "ability to make decisions based on
sound judgement which have a direct influence on achieving a defined goal and better state of the
environment. ,,71

It is becoming increasingly more important for service firms to steer away from traditional
teaching methods, where the teacher acts as an informer, and the students are passive players
who keep receiving information about environmentalissues. A service firm using this method
will find difficu1ty in obtaining resu1ts and enhancing their firm' s overall environmental
performance.
EE&T works best when it is combined with other strategies and forms of communication. It is
important that service companies combine EE&T with the background knowledge that is
required for employees to gain an understanding of environmental issues, with emphasis on the
service firms environmental problems. Further, emphasising that ecology, economyand society
are interconnected and cannot be separated.

The author' s research findings revealed that the majority of the service companies in question
used a method that was based on increasing employees' knowledge about environmental
problems and their existence, hut did not succeed in linking these problems to action
competence. As a resu1t,this type of EE&T leaves the employees overwhelmed with excess
information and knowledge about the environmental state of the service firm. The lack of
information to solutions provides a barrier to participation in the program; thus only
contributing to a sense of powerless, as the main criteria of EE&T has been overlooked:action
70Tony Shal1crossand Graham Wilkinson, "Sustainable Valnes: the Basis of Teacher Education for
Sustainable Development," page 10, 1995.
71Hans Levin Hansen, "Concepts of Health, Environment and Action in Development Projects in
Health Education in the Danish Folkeskole," in Research in Environmental and Health Education,
ed. by Bjarne Brunn Jensen. Page 105, 1995.
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competence. The view of action competence in EE&T is based on the concept that teaching
contributes towards an employee's competenceto act.
A case example from Sheraton Stockholm reinforces the aforementioned statement: how the
lack of knowledge and information about the company's environmental goals led to lack of
participation. The following, a contrasting example by Sånga Säby, illustrates how employee
participation is enhanced when employees are provided with not only the background
knowledge and information, hut the necessary resources and support that prompt employee
motivation and the willingnessto act.
Helene Arnneus, the environmental co-ordinator at the Sheraton Stockholm had difficulty in encouraging
employees to participate in reducing Sheraton's environmental impacts. hl January 1997, Helene began a waste
recycling program. As EE&T is not incorporated as a continuous program, Helene had to find other means of
reaching the employees to inform them about the new recycling program, what it entailed, how to sort, and what
could be sorted. Therefore, due to lack of funding and available resources, the employees were issued
information in the form of flyers about how the program worked, what could be recycled, followed by a short
quiz and suggestion form at the end. The suggestion form and quiz answers were to be submitted, and prizes
were awarded to the employee with the best suggestions. Only ten out of 210 employees completed and returned
the form. As a result, the lack of information and motivation was a harrieT to participation in the program.
Nevertheless, this approach to environmental matters is still used within the Sheraton, and participation
continues to remain low.
As a result, Rands (1990), has found that EE&T in the form of written information and pamphlets is largely
irrelevant to improving or altering employee behaviour.72A potential reason for the communication of the
message can be attributed to the fact that in many service organisations, the volume of paper circulated is
substantial; therefore, communication is ignored, as employees are generally pressed for time, and only read the
information that they fmd relevant to their joho
hl comparison, Sånga Säby has been able to streamline EE&T into the employees daily work routines. All
employees have received EE&T and information about Sånga Säby's environmental impacts, as well as how
their jobs affect the environment. Participation and involvement have been the key success to Sånga Säby's
environmental work, as employees are placed in a position that empowers them to act as environmentalleaders:
therefore, involving them as decision-makers.
Based on the success and failures of various service companies' EE&T programs, it is important to link
attitudes, information and commitment together in an EE&T program, if a service company is to produce results.

Further supporting the view of involvement and participation, Our Common Future73also
underlies the importance of behaviour. If service firms want to develop responsible behaviour
in their employees,then it is necessary that employees see and understand what consequences
their actions and tasks will have on others, including the environment. It is essential that
employees understand how the different activities and jobs within the service organisation are
interconnected.
A way to bring an integrative approach into EE&T is to address the environmental problems
and issues that are relevant for employees, rather than a specific discipline. Problem-oriented
teaching involves teaching a subject that has to do with an environmental issue or problem.
This type of course complements action competence, as it strengthens the responsibility,
insight and readiness of employeesto take action. However, the approach for problem-oriented
teaching is important because successful solutionsto problems must be based on an analysis of
their causes. Trying to cure the 'symptoms' of a problem without doing anything about the
72G.p Rands, "Environmental Attitudes, Behaviours and Decision making: Implications for
Management Education and Development," in The Corporation, Ethics and the Environment ed. by
Hoffman W.M., Fredrick R., et al. page 270, 1990.
73Environmental Educationfor DurCommon Future: A Handbookfor Teachers in Europe. Edited by
Faye Benedict. 1991, page 36.
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underlying causes is meaningless74.It is important that the right questions are posed, not just,
"what is the problem and how do we get rid of it?" but latheT "why do we have this
problem, and how can we solve it?" Furthermore, studies conclude that problem-oriented
EE&T stands out as an opportunity to meet the increasing call for immediate environmental
changes within the service organisation, due to the contribution of employeesand management
working together to solving problems.75

5.8 Assuring Know-How and Competence
As previously emphasised, the knowledge and skills employees need to achieve a service firm's
environmental goals and overall objectives must be identified and known by all members of the
service firm. Employees will require a certain competence, knowledge base, and skills in order
to achieve these goals. Therefore, effective education for a sustainable service firm is not a
state which can be achieved once and for all, but latheT a goal which can only be approached76.
However, the EE&T program should inform employees of the impact their activities can have
on the environment, especially if performed incorrectly.

How many employees actually know the environmental implications and impacts their work
has on the environment? Employees are not aware of the 'big picture.' As in the majority of
cases, employees are indirectly unaffected by the environmentalimpacts that occur within the
service firm; therefore, they fail to have any significant impact upon their daily lives. Fleming
and Blackman (1998) found that 'green organisational culture' does exist; however, it tends to
flow unevenly and in different directions,not only within the organisation itself, but also within
the departments.77The author found this to be factual within the sampied service companies.
General findings which emerged from the author's research concludedthat Sweden Post, ICA,
FDB, Telia and Länsförsäkringar experiencethis kind of uneven flow throughout the different
branches and departments.
Of the entire sample, few of the service companies actually highlighted the environmental
implications and impacts that employees' activities have on the environment. Berendsen
Textile, Alba, Sånga Säby, and Radisson SAS where among the best examples, with UniBank
and Sheraton at the opposite end of the scale.
As a result, Sheraton and UniBank have made little progress towards implementingEE&T, let
alone affecting behavioural changes in employees' work routines and attitudes. In comparison,
the former four service companies have bad success in obtaining and reaching environmental
objectives and targets. This can be attributed to the nature of EE&T the employees received.
These companies highlighted and addressed the environmental implications and impacts
employee tasks bad on the environment. In addition, employees were taught skills and
strategies to practical contexts; thus giving them the competence needed to ameliorate various
74EnvironmentalEducationfor DurCommon Future: A Handbookfor Teachers in Europe. Edited by
Faye Benedict. 1991, page 36.
75Christian Vognsen, "Action Competence as Aims and Means in Environmental and Civic
Education," in Environmental Education Research in the Nordic Countries, ed. by S. Breiting &
K. Nielsen, publication no.3, page 71, 1996.
76National Round Table on the Environment and Economy, 1992. The Green Guide: A User's Guide
to Sustainable Development for Canadian Colleges, page 49.
77Fleming, T., & Blackman, D., 1998. "Why and How Organisations Provide Employees with
Environmental Education," page 102. In Environmental Education and Training. Edited by P. Park,
D. Blackman, and G.Chong. 1998.
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situations. Therefore, it is imperative that the employees of a service organisation comprehend
what needs to be done, why if has to be done, and what that means for them,78 if a service
firm is to progress towards sustainable development.

As previously mentioned, service organisations are human constructions, and the motivation
for action must be relevant to employeetasks or it willlose significance, and lack motivation.
Consequently, if EE&T is to be successful, the service company and their employeesmust see
short-term goals leading to long-term aims and targets. EE&T must be offered on a continuous
basis to all employees, focusing on skills enhancement,motivation, and competence. Further,
the results should be communicated at each stage, and incentives awarded, if the service
company is to change the behaviour of employees.

5.9 How to Mfect Behavioural Changes
Learning is a relatively permanent change in behaviour that occurs as a resu/t of practice or
experience.79

The implications of this definition are two-fold. Firstly, the fact that EE&T leads a
modification in behaviour is too simplistic, as merely receiving facts has been found to be
insufficient. Rather, employeesneed to be involved in the leaming experience. The concept of
practice and experience can be used to enhance both the environmental training given,
employee skills and action competence.
This further highlights the situation Helene Amneus faces at the Sheraton Stockholm.
Assumptions have been made by organisations that repetition and conditioning of behaviour
willlead to changes and compliance, which in tum willlead to understanding.8OIn fact, general
interview findings showed that leaming must be applied in ameaningful war. Usually when
managers or department heads find that a situation has not changed, they re-send the memo.
This can further explain why the memos and pamphlets on environmental issues and
implications sent by Heltme Amneus have not worked. According to Fleming and Blackman
(1998), "if no leaming took place the first time, it is unlikely to take place on future occasions.
Repetition will not change anything if the message was not understood initially, or if
employees lack motivation; only by changing the communication system is the leaming likely
to take place.,,81
The implication is that once service companies have established an effective EE&T program
that involves employees in both practical as well as decision-makingroles, the drive to leam
and act will become self-motivated.The logical progression of this is that if the employeesin a
service company cannot actually see how their job is affecting or could affect the environment,
the desire to act in away that will benefit both the short-term goais, as well as the long-term
environmental objectives of the service firm will diminish.
As a result, Sånga Säby and Alba have achieved success in involving employees in both
practical as well as decision-makingroles. Hence, their employeeshave become self-motivated
78 Fleming, T., & Blackman, D., 1998. " Whyand How Organisations Provide Employees with
Environmental Education," page 102. In Environmental Education and Training. Edited by P.
Park, D. Blackman, and G.Chong. 1998.
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Ibid. 1998, page 102.
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and often take the liberty of initiating changes that benefit both their working environment, as
weIl as the long tenn aims of sustainability within the service sector.
Consequently, the practitioners planning the EE&T program must include: the background
knowledge, practice, employee participation and concrete experience. This supports the
author's findings that many of the service companies are lacking these features in their EE&T
programs.

5.10 Comparison between Traditional EE&T and Action-Based
There are distinct and important differences between traditional EE&T and EE&T that
incorporates and is focused on action competence. Action competence provides a useful
framework for the developmentof EE&T because with the action perspective: 82
l. the feeling of powerlessness is replaced by directing the employees' attention to solving the
service company' s environmental problems;
2. a bottom up strategy is used to develop employees' individual and collective ideas through
dialogue and active participation, as opposed to the traditional top down strategy where decisions
are taken by management with little input from the employees;
3. learning and actions should proceed simultaneously.

The success of implementing environmental changes can be largely attributed to action
competence EE&T. To further highlight the different approaches that have been used in the
sampied service companies, same examples are provided below.
The author's research findings revealed that four of the service finns under study have been
successful in streamlining action competence inta their EE&T programs. These finns are:
Sånga Säby, Alba, Radisson SAS, and Berendsen Textile (only in certain plants). Previously
mentioned in chapter 4.9, all the aforementionedfinns have been able to considerably reduce
their environmental impacts as a service organisation by incorporating action competence,
problem-oriented training inta the employee EE&T program. Employees are constantlYbeing
given the responsibility of producing changes and coming with suggestions for improvements.
Thus, EE&T at Sånga Säby is a continuous process where employees are constantly learning
by doing in a problem-orientedmanuer.
As a result, these finns have been able to enhance the finn' s overall environmental
perfonnance, as weIl as achieving considerablefinancial benefits.
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Education," in Environmental Education Research in the Nordic Countries, ed. by S. Breiting &
K. Nielsen, publication no.3, page 71, 1996.
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Recommendations
While the author identified a number of barriers to the successful implementation of environmental

training within the !welve investigatedservice companies. This chapter is devoted to identifYing
several solutions or means of overcoming those barriers thaI were previously identified as hindering
both the development as weil as the implementation of environmental education into service
companies.

6.1 Criteria for the Development of an EE&T Program
So far, chapter five has argued that for service organisations ta progress tawards
sustainability, the need for an improved EE&T program is needed. Further, employee
behaviour and valnes will have to change throughout the organisation. However, at present,
most service companies' EE&T programs do not achieve this. A potential reason for this lies
within the design of EE&T, since in most service companies EE&T has not been solid enough
to change employeebehaviour.
The diversity of EE&T within the service sector was found to be among the significant haITiers
that have impeded the level of EE&T and commitment within the twelve service firms
approached. In fact no EE&T program involving set pattems, progression of topics and
approaches suitable for all service firms has emerged. Therefore, it is currently up to the
individual service companies to ensure that their EE&T program is adapted and suited for all
employees.As the author's results have shown, few service companieshave actually succeeded
in streamlining EE&T inta employee daily work routines. Thus, the process flow concept to
the reality of implementing and continuing an environmentaltraining program has not yet been
achieved for many of the individual service companies. Therefore, if EE&T is to be integrated
as a continuous process in a service company, then it is important for service companies to
follow SOfiepreconditions. Service companies:
1. must have trainers who are genuinely interested in environmental issues,
2. must have enough trainers to meet training needs, or seek outside consultants who can provide
such a service,
3. should have an environmental staff at all sites/stores, to act as a resource person, so employees
can at any time ask questions,
4. must have support from alllevels of the organisation, primarily top management, division heads
etc., to implement an incorporate EE&T into a service company's curriculum,
5. must develop binding plans for EE&T and set priorities and courses of action,
6. must set objectives and goals in which they want to achieve through the EE&T program,
7. must be willing and open to experiment with employee ideas.

Furthermore, the development of an EE&T program for the service sector is necessary and
imperative if service companies are to progress tawards sustainability. As a result, the author
has plit forth a list of important features are to help service firms address SOfieof the current
issues brought forth in the discussion on EE&T.
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The fundamental featuIes of an effective EE&T program can be outlined as follows:
I. Identify and Address key environmental issues within the service company. This includes
connecting the service firm's environmental impacts to both local and global issues, economyand
ecology.
2. Practical, as the aim ofEE&T is to promote change in employeebehaviour and actions.
3. Actual, applying real situations to EE&T; therefore, gaining further insight into the problem.
4. Informative, as the purpose of EE&T is to increase the knowledge of employees about the
environmental issues that surround the firm, the impact their jobs have on the environment, and
to provide the necessary tools that can be used as measures to improve the service firm's
environmental situation.
5. Interactive, for it is to promote changes based on employees' ideas, actions, knowledge,
awareness, motivation and competence. Employees are in the front line, they see what is
happening, and are usually in the best position to improve or prevent further environmental
damage.
6. Preventive, to address environmental issues before they arise. This means dealing with the
problem at its source, when chokes are made concerning processes, raw materials, transportation
etc. Actors involved in the early stages have a responsibility to make adaptations throughout the
entire service chain.
7. Permanent, as a life-long process that is instilled in people.
8. Communicatory, as it is based on a system that facilitates dialogue and reporting between
management and employees. The aim is to establish linear communication between employees
and management, both for making decisions and communicating results. A sense of openness will
gain employee trust and build confidence.
9. Defining, what can and should be done at each leve!.
10.Enhancing Skins, as it enables employeesto act.
II. Motivating, since results are based on employee actions and changes.

The desired outcome of an EE&T program, at whatever leve!, is for a service company to
move away from a single leaming loop towards a double leaming loop, as can be seen in
Figure 6.1. Therefore, the underlying aim of EE&T is for employees to tum the information
they receive into knowledge and understanding of the environmental issues the service
company is racing. Understanding and awareness of an individual's role and seeing what Olle
can actively achieve towards the whole is fundamentalto change. Employeesbegin to leam not
what to think but how to think about their environmental responsibilities.
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Figure 6.1: A double leanring loop wlrich roms at tuming the infonnation employees' receive into
knowledge and understanding of the environmental issues the service company is facing.

In view of this, EE&T is most effective when it is highly practical, as it allows employees to
share their ideas, experiences, concerns and needs. Hence, employees sitting in a classroom
absorbing the infonnation given, will not produce the same effects as an interactive EE&T
program. It is not suggested that all EE&T programs take an interactive approach, as training
needs will vary on the degree of participation and must be adapted according to the
participants and their needs. However, it is important that the EE&T program be presented in
an effective and active manner that will benefit all the participants.
In all cages, the objectives of a service company's EE&T program must aim at not only raising
the leve! of employee awareness, understanding, competence,and action, but it must be able to
respond and treat employee suggestions appropriately, in order to maintain employee
motivation and initiative. If the service company fails to do so, the benefits of EE&T can be
lost if employees feel that their contribution is not carried out or apprehended by the service
company. This can be seen with Sheraton Stockholm,where the service finn has and continues
to experience a lack of employee motivation and initiative. This is understandable given the
nature ofEE&T described earlier in sections 5.7:3.

6.2 An EE&T Mode! for Service Firms
As previously stated, this research paper is concerned with determiningthe level and intent of
EE&T in the service sector. In summation, chapter four highlighted the training needs of
sampIed Swedish and Danish service companies. The previous section 6.1, presented ways in
which such training needs could be more effectively IDet to improve employees overall
perception of their duties in relation to the environmental impacts incurred by the particular
service finn. Finally, this section looks at developing an educational model83that will help
guide service companies in streamlining and planning education for their employees more
effectively in view oftheir resources, facilities, expectations and limitations.
The mode! plit forth by the author, illustrated in figure 6.2, serves as a guide for service
companies to follow when constructing their own EE&T program. This mode! specifically
clarifies the importance of feedback and involvement. The intent is to provide service
companies with a clearer understanding of; what the EE&T should consist of, how an EE&T
program should be developed,who should lise the results, and perhaps most importantly, why
the EE&T is being given. However, whatever kind of EE&T program that is being developed,
83Dean Bennett, "The evaluation of environmental education learning," in Trends in environmental
education, ed. by UNESCO, page 200, 1977. Tlris plan, originally plit forth by Dean Bennett(l97 4),
has been adopted and altered by the author for the lise and purpose of this paper.
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the major components and steps of the mode! should be inc1uded.How the individual service
companies lise and adapt the mode! will vary according to their needs and from Ollesituation to
another. Nevertheless, the service firm should aim at achieving long term goals, as a result of
the EE&T.
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Figure 6.2: Steps to Implementing an EE&T Program.
As can be seen in figure 6.2, the boKes in the centre of the diagram represent the major steps in
developing, implementing and evaluating an EE&T program. The first vhase, identification of
needs and assessment, is addressed, This is an important phase, as planning an EE&T program
requires, recognition and identification of needs, the direction in which the course will proceed,
and the desired outcome of the EE&T program. It is important at this phase to consider:

..
.

the need for environmental quality and improvements within the service company,
the need for motivated, informed and active employees to work towards environmental
improvements,
that knowledge, motivation, and experience are integrated into the EE&T program.

The second vhase involves transforming the needs into goals and behavioural objectives which
can be used as a basis to deve!op a lange of activities.

The third vhase involves the developmentof the methods to be used within the environmental
educational program, This is an important phase, because the method chosen should be
appropriate to the participants in the c1ass.For this reason, it is important that phases 1 and 2
are carried out thoroughly in order to establish suitable methods that will enhance employee
skills.
The fourth vhase involves the development of the program, resources, content, and trainer
roles, followed by the implementationof the EE&T program.
Finally, vhase five involves an evaluation of the EE&T program. This evaluation should be
based on the feedback received from the employees. As can be seen, environmental training
should be developed and operated in paralleI with feedback mechanisms, both from trainers,
and marc importantly from the participants involved.Employeeinput is valuable as employees
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are the Olle who are often in direct contact with the environmental problems a service firm is
facing, and therefore, have the knowledge, but usually lack skins, motivation and competence
to make the necessary changes. Therefore, EE&T should aim at enhancing these aspects.

As a result, when planning the service company's EE&T program, it is important not to lose
sight of what an effective EE&T program is designed to do. Therefore, an effective EE&T
program specifically supports the service company's environmental improvement
strategies. .. Training is often an important form of communication and resource-sharing...
Supporting a compellingvision with a set of clear goals provides the direction people need to
understand where the company is trying to gO.84

84 Don Sayre, Inside ISO 14001:The Competitive Advantage
117,1996.
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Conclusion

On the basis of the evidence gathered from the twelve service companies, specitic conclusions
can be drawn.

Firstly, it was found thai all twe1ve service companies sampied undertook 'sofie form of
EE&T.' However, eight of the companies described it as being of a general nature, and
therefore, not focused on the firm' s environmental impact, but rather on basic ecology and
global environmental issues. In fact, the surveys and interviews revealed that EE&T
represented only a small proportion of total environmental activities within the individual
service company. As, a result, the author does not feel thai all twelve service firms have
undergone EE&T as it does not satisfy the aim of EE&T. In short, this type of
teaching/education increases employees' knowledge about the environmental problems their
firm are facing, and global issues, but it does not go further than thai. Therefore, the author
proposes thai this should not be considered EE&T, but merely classified as information
seminars pertaining to environmentalissues.
Secondly, the context in which the EE&T was given. The current emphasis for the majority of
the service companies seems to be on giving employees information about the environmental
problems and global environmental issues. Although this is of no doubt great of importance,
the programs have lacked in providing the necessary skills, resources, know-how or
competence neededto act and improvethe service companies' environmentalperformance.
Thirdly, with respect to the continuance of EE&T, it was identifiedthat there are only a few
service companies who have been successful in streamlining EE&T as part of the employees
daily activities, and part oftheir overall achievements.Further, the author's findings revealed
thai the majority of the individual service companies face common barners, not only in the
implementation of EE&T of personne1,but in transforming EE&T into a continuous process,
and part of daily activities. The process flow of concept to the reality of implementing and
continuing an EE&T program has not yet been achieved for many of the individual service
compames.
Fourthly, for service organisations to progress towards sustainability, the need for an
improved EE&T is needed. Further, employee behaviour and values will have to change
throughout the organisation. However, at present, most service companies EE&T program do
not achieve this. A potential reason for this lies within the design of EE&T, as in most service
companies EE&T has not been solid enoughto change employeebehaviour
Fifthly, it was found that EE&T and training for service companies is still at a developing
stage. No program involving set pattems, progression oftopics and approaches suitable for all
service firms have emerged. Therefore, it is currently up to the individual service companies to
ensure thai their EE&T program is adapted and suited for all employees.
Finally, it is recommendedthai the service companies should consider using the mode1in the
deve1opmentof the firms environmental education and training programs. In addition, the
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service companies should incorporate the criteria pilt forth by the author to aid in the
development of service companies environmental education programs.

In conclusion, people determine progress. Employees are the basis of the service provided,
and their actions and signals are communicated to external stakeholders about the firms
environmental performance. This following caption is duel in nature as it summarises the
author's research, conduding the importance ofEE&T within service firms.

PEOPLE DETERMINE PROGRESS
Plan for permanent EE&T
Educate for success
Organise the process
Preventive approach
Lead to improve
Evaluate your efforts

Develop training program according to needs
Empower your employees
Teach all employees the skins they need to
make a difference
Encourage other opinions
Respect your employees
Motivate
Interactive training
New ideas emerge
Engage all members of the staff

Plan to be proactive
Research current situations
Obtain root causes
Generate possible improvements
Responsibilities are known
Establish action plans
Set goals and objectives
Seek further improvements

People determine progress is a war to remember is a war to remember what people within the
service organisation can actually do if they are provided with the resources, commitment and
effective EE&T that is supported by all members of the staff, especially top management
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APPENDIX 1 : Service Company Participants
Out of the initia127 companies the author contacted, twelve participated in personal interviews
with the author. Table lA is an overview of those service companies who participated and
completed the author' s questionnaire.
Table lA : An overview ofthose service companies who participated in personal interviews and
completed the author's questionnaire.
Hotels, Conference Centres &
Restaurants

.
.

Wholesale and Retail

Financial Institutions

.
.
.
.
.

Sheraton Stokholm Hotel & Towers
HELEN AMNEUS Environmental/ Rooms Division
Ca-ordinator

-

Radisson SAS Scandinavia Hotel Aarhus
HENRIK BILLE PEDERSEN General Manager with
Environmental Responsibilities

-

Sånga Säby Kurs & Konferens
JIMMY SJÖBLOM Marketing & Environmental Assistant

-

IKEA

ANDERS LENNARTSSON

FDB Danish Ca-operative
KATRINE MILMAN Assistant Environmental Manager

-

ICA Handlarna

-

ANITA GUSTAVSSON Environmental Manager
UniBank AlS

KRISTIAN ASRTRUP
Department

Post & Telecommunications

.
.

-StaffEnvironment

Länsförsäkringar
LOTTA LAGERBERG
Sweden Post

-Assistant Manager in Credit
-Environmental Ca-ordinator
-

ERIK LINNERGREN Environmental Ca-ordinator
STEN EDBLAD - Environmental Ca-ordinator

Cleaning Services

.
.

Telia

-

TORE DAVIDSSON Koncerstab, Kommunikation, Miljö
Alba AlS

PETER SOMMAR

-Environmental Manager

. Berendsen Textile Service AlS
JAN TINGGARD

-Environmental Ca-ordinator
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APPENDIX 2: Classification of Service Groups
To initiate this study, the author felt it was necessary to classify service companies and
institutions using major groups to form sub-groups. In order for such a list to be significant,
the author divided the service sector inta 5 sub-groups, where transactions offered by firms
and institutions have common characteristics. This facilitated the author's selection of service
companies, ensuring that at least two companies within each sub-group were represented. A
broad overview of how the service groups were classified is presented in table 2A.

Table 2A: The author's classification of service companies inta sub-groups.
Sections

Overview of Sel"vice GI"OUpS

Section 1

Wholesale & Retail
Emphasise onfumiture andfood.

Section 2

Cleaning
Cleaning services provided byfirms, and the delivery service provided.

Section 3

Post & Phone
Services provided, including the transportationfactor.

Section 4

Financial Institutions and Insurance Companies
Financial institutions, primarily IDansand insurance companies.

Section 5

Hotels, Conference Centres and Restaurants

However, after assessing and comparing the sub-groups' EE&T objectives, needs and barriers,
the author decided that it was unnecessary to restrict service companies to their sub-groups.
The author' s findings showed that regardless of the service performed, similarities were found
in environmental education objectives and common barriers that restricted service companies
from implementing a continuous environmental education program. Therefore, the service
companies were no longer analys ed solely within their sub-group s, but within the entire service
sector spectrum.
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APPENDIX 3: Studentlitteratur Training And Consulting
For 25 years Studentlitteratur Training and Consu1ting has worked to further develop working
behaviour and methods within Swedish industry. Currently Studentlitteratur is Olle of
Sweden' s most experienced training companies within quality development, environmental
improvements and leadership development. Studentlitteratur has trained approximately
400,000 people in twelve countries have been trained on quality matters within the private and
public sector. Apart from training, Studentlitteratur offers advisory service, requirement
analysis and management seminars together with follow-up and intensive training activities.
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APPENDIX 4: Investigated Service Companies' EE&T
Programs
Table JA: Summary of the individual service companies EE&T programs.

.
.
.

.
.

.
.

.

Berendsen Textile Service A/S85
All 70 employees at Olle plant in Denmark (Frederiksberg), underwent a two-day training
program based on the criteria required by ISO 14001.
All 9 Danish plant employees have had an hour and a half seminar about the firm's overall
environmental impacts. The project WECO was introduced as a war for employees to start
monitoring their daily activities and to reduce consumption of Water, Electricity, Chemicals
and OH. Each plant's employees must record and monitor these four factors monthly, and seDd
the resu1tsto the head office where thevare compiled to form a composite data base.
Alba A/S86
All 100 employees have undergone environmental training, initially based on BS 7750, then
upon ISO 14001 standard.
Following thai, a training program was developed by the environmental manager, and is
conducted by in-house trainers every 6 months in order for all employees to strengthen their
environmental responsiveness. This training focuses on the individual environmental impacts
within each task, group brainstorming on how to decrease or eliminate the negative
environmental impacts, work related case studies, and 'learning by doing.'
These training sessions are held during regular working hours, where teams of ten to fifteen
people are excused from regu1ar duties to attend training seminars.
These seminars are interactive, as employees are part of Alba's environmental decision
making.

FDB - The Co-operative Retail and Wholesale Society of Denmark
The 1,250 retail shop employees will undergo an EE&T program at the beginning of 1999.
This program will focus on the retail stores environmental aspects. Important features, such as
energy, water, waste, etc will be highlighted. The employees will see through a 20 minute
video, why it is important to reduce, what it means for them, and how it can be achieved.

UniBank A/S87
UniBank has a olle-day course each rear on environmental issues. However, this course is
usually limited to managers, people from headquarters and SOfiecorporate advisors. It is then
up to these managers to inform and educate their staff about environmental issues and to focus
Duon wavs UniBank can improve its operations.

85Personal interview with Jan Tinggaard, Environmental Co-ordinator at Sophus Berendsen Textile
Service. September 14th,1998.
86Personal interview with Peter Sommer, Environmental Manager at Alba Cleaners AlS. September
3rd,1998.
87PersonalInterview with Kristian Astrup, Credit Department at UniBank AlS. September 3rd,1998.
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Sweden Post AB88
Eighty-five percent of Sweden Parcel underwent EE&T.

. Sweden Post Logistics, as part onsa 14001 requirements, have had EE&T.

.

Ninety bureTs in purchasing have had EE&T, where part of the training was to
classify all Post products into three categories according to their environmental impact:

-

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

l. Best environmental choice recyclable, low material content, etc.
2. Medium environmental choice
3. Worst environmental choice, but will lise it until a betteToption is found and
replaced
The future plan is that all employees will be given four hours of basic ecology environmental
training in a olle-day seminar, in addition to Sweden Post's environmental impacts, and new
laws that Swedish Post will need to comply with.
lnitially used outside consulting firms; but as it is too expensive they will attempt to lise "train
the trainer" method for future EE&T programs.
Länsförsäkringar89
Approximately 3,200 of the 4,200 employees have had EE&T. However, now that
Länsf'orsäkringar and WASA Insurance have merged, there are additional employees that
require EE&T.
All EE&T is performed by outside consulting firms. The employees that engaged in the
training course, underwent a two-day day intensive program that consisted of:
1. Basic ecology;
2. How employees should think with regards to the environment;
3. How you implement business into the environment;
4. What can we as individuals do.
They are trying to integrate the four systems condition to combine ecology and economic gains
through implementing environmental issues and education into their program.
More advance training is given for environmental mangers. Examples of content include:
what can we do in our business to make it more environmentally friendly.
Managers construct the next phases of the course based on their needs and questions. Content
is closely linked to the local environment and the related impacts. To date managers have met
five times, and have had five environmental training weekends oftwo to three davs each.

88 Personal Interview with Erik Linnergren and Sten Edblad, Co-ordinators at Sweden Post.
September 17th,1998.
89 Personal Interview with Lotta Lagerberg, Environmental Co-ordinator for Länsförsäkringar.
September, 17th,1998.
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IKEA
To date, 25,000 out of 36,400 of IKEA employees worldwide have undergone basic EE&T
which lasts approximately ten hours. Management is always undergoing EE&T.9O
Further, the level and details of EE&T vary according to employee tasks. Employees in areas
that have significant environmental impacts have undergone additional EE&T.
The aim of IKEA's EE&T program is to spread knowledge and environmental interest
throughout the IKEA organisation.
IKEA uses the 'Four Conditions' of the Natural Step91as part of their EE&T, decisions and
actions plans. However, IKEA has adopted their own EE&T program. The training was held
on a regular basis in 1993-96, and divided into three main subject areas; 92
1. General EE&T (Evolution, The Natural Step, Global issues and the Ecocycle)
2. IKEA and the environment (policy, Action plan, What IKEA has done,
and What do we do)
3. Specific EE&T, based on each department and function needs.

.
.

The training was carried out using the 'train the trainer' method. IKEA currently has 40093
in-house trainers who have undergone extensive environmental training. The trainers are
given an environmental training package which contains all of the essential material,
including video cassettes, overheads and case studies, etc. EE&T was at a Ollerear standstill in
1997, for retail personnel, but is planned to be restarted again at the end of 1998.
IKEA has developed and implemented an intranet education program for employees. The aim
is; to inform employees of the current environmental work that is proceeding at IKEA, as weIl
as to act as to provide an information base that employees can access if they would like
additionaI environmental training, or have questions pertaining to environmental matters.

.

-

Further to IKEA's employee EE&T, a program called 4SEA ("4" main points, and SEA
Supplier Environmental Assurance) is available to suppliers. The purpose of tlris program is to
assure that IKEA's suppliers are aware of the environmental impacts in their operations, and
are working for continual environmental improvements. This program is a simplified version
of an eco-management system. The four main points emphasised in the training program,
are;94

. The supplier must establish an environmental policy. Further, the supplier must also describe
how the work is organised and who is responsible for what.

. The supplier must establish procedures and documentation for areas of operation that have an

.
.

impact on the environment.

The supplier must establish and document targets for reduced environmental impact from
operations, for example, waste, emissions to wafer and air, and energy consumption.
The suvvlier must establish documented vrocedures and instructions for handlinJ!. incidents.

90"The World oflKEA in facts and figures," 1996-1997.
91 See Appendix 4 for further explanation.
92IKEA Green Steps, "Sorne small but important steps towards a betteTenvironment for everyone."
93 Personal Interview with Anders Lennartsson, StaffEnvironment at 1KEA. September 24th, 1998.
94Green Steps. IKEA and the environment, 1996.
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I CA Handlarna AB
To date, 4,000 out of 5,000 office employees and tenninal drivers have had a three hour basic
ecology environmental training course.95 Forty-one environmental officers and retailers have
received in-depth EE&T.96 And only 1,200 out of 30,000 ICA retail staff have received
training about environmental issues thai result in a c1osed-loopsociety.97
EE&T is carried out using both in-house trainers and extemal consultants depending on the
type of training program needed.
The EE&T courses usually consist ofbasic ecology and global environmental issues. However,
more specific EE&T is given depending on the employee's job. For example, purehasers are
given specialised EE&T courses twice a rear, whereas for other employees, the amount and
content depends on individual lobs.

Radisson SAS - Scandinavia Hotels Aarhus98

.

EE&T is part of a two day introduction program for all employees. It covers the criteria set
forth by the Danish eco-label the Green Key, plus ideas for personal activities and actions.

.

Each employee is given an additional four dars per rear of environmental training.

.

In addition, employees are given notepads, where they are required to record environmental
matters as they OCcuf,based on; I have seen, I have heard and I have done, and submit them
to the environmental manager, who then follows up on the report.

.

.
.

Further, one 'green employee' is appointed in each division. They represent their department
at the monthly environmental meetings, where key environmental issues are brought up,
discussed and action plans developed. They, in tum, are responsible for relaying the
infonnation, action plans, and decisions to their fellow staff members who monitors progress
and reports back on results.

Sanga Sa by 99
o

u

All 45 staff members have undergone EE&T, which is reinforced daily as part of their job
responsibilities and duties. Department Managers meet once a week to go through
environmental and quality aspects and suggestion for improvements, whereas all employees
meet once a month for similar seminars.
Moreover, Sånga Säby involves employees in environmental decision-making and goal-setting
by "extending employee responsibility." All staff members are taught, encouraged and are
expected to act and make environmental decisions on a routine basis, as part of their training
involves: What to do, When to do it, and How to do it.
Training is conducted interna11y,and consist of;
1. Basic ecology;
2. The four systems conditions set forth by the Natural Step;
3. Company policy and environmental goals;
4. "Learning bv doing."

95Personal Interview with Anita Gustavsson, Environmental Manager at ICA. September 18th,1998.
96ICA Environmental Annual Report, Summary in Brief 1997.
97ICA Environmental Annual Report:.Summary in Brief 1997.
98Personal Interview with Henrik Bille Pedersen, General Manager at the Radisson SAS
Scandinavia Hotels Aarhus. September 25th,1998.
99Personal Interview with Jimmy Sjöblom, Environmental Assistant at Sånga Säby. September 19th,
1998.
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Telia ABIOO

All environmental co-ordinators and 130 purchasers, underwent EE&T during 1995 and 1996.
Environmental work is a key component in the training provided for approximately 2000 Telia
managers on the group's business concept, strategy and visions. The program began in 1996
and to date, approximately 1,600 managers have taken part in this program, and the remaining
400 are scheduled to complete the course during 1998.
To c1early illustrate the link between IT, the environment and Telia's operations, an EE&T,
"MiljöKlivet," was developed in October 1997. There are two parts to the program. It begins
with a self-learning intranet -based multimedia section, where progress is recorded and stored
in a large data base. FoIlowing, there is a four-hour environmental discussion seminar.
To date, over 500 employees have participated in Telia's internal EE&T program.
The aim is to train the 16,000 employees, to raise their awareness and knowledge about
environmental issues within the organisation, in addition to c1arifying how
telecommunications can contribute to a betteTenvironment.
All environmental training is out-sourced to consultants, except for the internaI intranet
,rogram.
She.-aton Stockholm Hotel and TowerslOl
EE&T is very independent for all Sheraton Hotels. At Sheraton Stockholm, only 140
employees out of 410 employees (210 full-time and 200 part-time), have received a three-hour
basic ecology environmental training.
Departmental groups consisting of a representative from each department have received a fourhour EE&T course in 1997 about issues surrounding waste and water management, energy
conservation, and sorting, with an emphasis on the environmental and economic benefits of
each. Department heads are responsible to train and inform employees about the
environmental matters covered at these seminars.
In order to maintain and inform all employees about current environmental issues and impacts
at the Sheraton, the environmental co-ordinator distributes small booklets with environmental
information to all employees every three months. The objective of this program is for all
employees to read about the current environmental issues, and to respond to the quiz
foIlowing. An award is given to the employee with the most correct answers, as weIl as the
Ollewho COlliesUPwith the best suggestions on how to save resources.

100Telia Environmental Report, 1997, and personal interview with Tore Davidsson, Koncerstab,
Kommunikation, Miljö at Telia. September 18th,1998.
101Personal Interview with H6lene Amn6us, Environmental Co-ordinator at Sheraton Stockholm
Hotel and Towers. September 18th,1998.
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APPENDIX 5: The Four Systems Condition
The following are the Four Svstern Conditions plit forth by the Natural Step.

Substances from the earth' s ernst must not systematically increase in nature. In the sustainable
society, fossil filets, metats and other minerals are not extracted at a higher rate than their slow
deposition in the earth' s ernst. Otherwise their concentrations in nature will systematically
increase. For each substance there is a limit, often unknown, above which damage will occur.

1

2

Substances from society's production must not systematically increase in nature. In the
sustainable society, we must not produce substances, intentionallyor otherwise, at a rate
higher than can be broken down by nature or deposited in the earth' s ernst. Otherwise their
concentrations in nature will systematically increase. For each substance there is a limit, often
unknown, above which damage will occur.

3

The physical basis for the nature's cyc1e and diversity must not be systematically destroyed. In
the sustainable society, we do not manipu1ate or harvest the ecosystem so that its long term
production capacity and diversity is systematically depleted. Nature's ability to deal with
residual products and create new resources is the basis for sustainable life.

4

Efficient and fair lise of resources to meet human needs. In the sustainable society, human
needs must be satisfied by the most efficient means possible and with a fair and just allocation
of resources. The entire popu1ation of the planet must be able to live in well-being, with a
turnover of resources in harmony with conditions 1-3.
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APPENDIX 6: Mail Questionnaire
Item 1:Bacmound

Information

1.1 Number of employees.
1.Z Type of business/ activities your firm is involved in.
1.3 Geographic location - where the firm is situated and service areas it covers.
Item Z: Environmental Status
During the past few years~ in your opinion~ ha ve any of the foUowing changes taken place
in your compan~ or are there any such changes planned for the near future?

2.1 Ooes your firm have any environmental systems in place? If so what are they.
2.2 Ooes your firm have an environmental manager? If so, what roles and responsibilities
does he or she have within the company?
2.3 Ooes the firm have an environmental policy? Is so, what is the mall aim of such a
policy?
2.4 What rote, in your view, does the environment have in your business and daily
operations?
2.5 In your view, how does your service company affect the environment? Moreover,
what are the environmental impacts of such a company on the local environment?
Item 3: Environmental

Training

3.1 What, in your opinion, is your view of what environmental training is. Moreover,
what should it be about and contain?
3.2 Has your firm had any previous environmental training? If so, who was the target
group and what did it consist of?
3.3 What facilities are available at your company to accommodate internat environmental
training?
3.4 Provided that environmental training is implemented within your firm, to what extent
is it or should be, in your opinion, used?
3.5 Provided that environmental training is or will be implemented within your firm, what
goals do you foresee and expect as an outcome to environmental training?
3.6 In your view, what groups within your organisation would need environmental
training? Give reasons for your choice.
3.7 What tyre of approach, in your view, would the trainingbe taught - externai
consuItantltrainer or internai trainers, and why?
3.8 Which tyre of training, in your view, would be most appropriate for your firm, and
give reasons for your choice? Classroom training, Classroom training which includes
video/ audio, Technology based training, or a mixture of these.
3.9 Over which periodof time wouldyou want to do the training - concentrated or spread
over time, and why?
3.ten If environmental training is or will be implemented, in your view, would the training
be a continuous process?
3.11 In your opinion is there top management commitment and support in view
environmental training for both managers and employees?
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APPENDIX 7: Oral Interview Questions
General Backl!round information
l. What is your exact position & title? And how long have you held this position?
2. Did you have to undergo any type of environmentaltraining before obtaining this position?
Manal!ement Duties & ResTJonsibilities

l. Do you have any responsibility in implementing environmental training programs for
employees? If so, does it have to be approves by a higher position?
2. What are the key challenges, if any, in communicatingto management about the needs and
benefits of an environmentalprogram?
3 . Have you initiated any etIort inside your company to understand how environmental
training programs could add valne to your company' s business objectives? If yes, what was
the main driving force for initiating this:
a. top management pressure
b. desire within the environmental function
c. influence from business units inside the company
d. outside influence

4. Which best describes how management at your company considers its environmental
function?
a. a necessaryfunctionwhosemain responsibilityis to ensurecompliance
b. a functionthat ensurescomplianceas a base, plus Ollethat brings additionaibenefitsto
the organisation.
5. In your opinion, is the environmental function fully integrated throughput alllevels of the
company? Ifnot, do you think environmentaleducation could or would improve this?
6. To what extent has the company integrated environmental activities (recycling, energy
efficiency) throughout the organisation? Who are the main people responsible (employees,
managers)?
Customers
l. Do you think your customers influenceyour environmentalcomportment? If so, how?
ISO Certitlcation

1. How important do you think thai having an ISO certificate contributes to your company' s
environmental developmentas a service company?
2.

As more and more service companies seek ISO certification, do you feel that there is a
connection between ISO certificationand increased employeeenvironmentaleducation?
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Education

& Training

l. Has your company bad any previous environmentaleducationprograms?

..
..

If so, what was the content, and who delivered it (internal or external)?
How long did it last?
In your opinion, was the course a success? If so, why? Or If not, why not?
Are there any future plans of continuing the education?

2. Where is your company' s most significant environmental impact & why?
3. Where would you place your companies most significant impact?
BEFORE
NOW
AFTER

4. How do you think your form can motivate employeesto become environmental involved ?
What role does management play and which is the role of education?
5. According to you, what do you think should be included in an environmental education
training program?
6. How should this course be delivered (a) In house or (b) External
have a qualified person on staffto teach employees?

- If in-house, do you

7. How much time could you devote to each employees training?

Material Uses
l. Describe, if any, what measures have been taken to minimise the use of materials?

2. Does your company use "pre-packaged" goods?
3. Does your purchasing policy include environmentalcriteria? Further, does it put pressure
on suppliers?

Service comllJ!!!X.'sand the Environment

l. Do you feel that the environmentalfunction within your companyprovides:
a) competitiveadvantageb) improvedcustomerperceptionc) eco-benefit
2. How do you see your firm reacting towards its environmental issues and impacts?
Proactive, reactive, or in active

3. What percentage of your company's overall environmental effort is performed internally
and what percentage is out-sourced? If out-sourced,what environmentalactivitiesarethey?
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